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IN THE SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO
Docket No. 39497

HOLLI LUNDAHL TELFORD,

) Boise, February 2013 Term
)

Petitioner,

) 2013 Opinion No. 52
)

v.

)

Filed: April 23, 2013

)

HON. DAVID C. NYE,
Respondent.

)

Stephen W. Kenyon, Clerk

)
)

Appeal from the District Court of the Sixth Judicial District of the State of
Idaho, Oneida County.
The order of the District Court is affirmed. Costs on appeal are awarded
to Respondent.
Holli Lundahl Telford, Malad City, appellant pro se.
Hon. Lawrence G. Wasden, Idaho Attorney General, Boise, for respondent.
Shasta J. Kilminster-Hadley argued.
W. JONES, Justice

I. NATURE OF THE CASE
This is an appeal of an Administrative Order declaring appellant, Holli Lundahl Telford
("Telford"), a vexatious litigant pursuant to Idaho Court Administrative Rule 59. Telford appeals
the order.
II. FACTUAL AND PROCEDURAL BACKGROUND

On October 11, 2011, Administrative District Judge Nye issued an Administrative Order
Declaring Vexatious Litigant ("pre-filing order"). Judge Nye issued this pre-filing order pursuant
to Idaho Court Administrative Rule 59. At the time the pre-filing order was issued, there were no
proceedings before Judge Nye to which Telford was a party. Judge Nye issued the pre-filing
order after receiving requests from several district court and magistrate judges, including District
Court Judges Naftz, Dunn, and Brown; and Magistrate Judges Laggis and Evans.

The pre-filing order declared Telford a vexatious litigant on the basis that she "has
previously been declared to be a vexatious litigant by any federal court of record in any action or
proceeding." Telford has been declared vexatious by Utah, Texas, the Federal Ninth Circuit
Court of Appeals, the Federal District Court of Idaho, the Federal District Court of Montana, I
and the United States Supreme Court. The pre-filing order also found Telford to be a vexatious
litigant on the additional basis that she has commenced in Idaho three or more pro se litigations
that were determined adversely to her in the past seven years. The pre-filing order found this
requirement satisfied merely using cases filed by Telford in the Sixth Judicial District of Idaho.
The pre-filing order, pursuant to Rule 59, granted Telford fourteen days in which to file a written
response, at which time Judge Nye would determine whether a hearing would be necessary.
Telford was served with the pre-filing order via certified mail, which was sent on October 11,
2011. On appeal, Telford maintains that she received the pre-filing order on October 14, 2011.
However, Telford filed a response challenging the pre-filing order on October 13, 2011. In that
response, Telford admitted to receiving the pre-filing order on October 12, 2011. Telford also
attacked the merits of cases underlying the declarations of our sister jurisdictions declaring
Telford vexatious.
Though not contained in the record, Telford maintains that she filed via fax a motion with
the Oneida County Court clerk, Diane Skidmore, to disqualify Judge Nye on October 15, 2011.
The bases for this motion were bizarre accusations against Judge Nye? Telford maintains that
this motion was filed by Skidmore but was "concealed" from the record in this case.
Telford also maintains that on October 19, 2011, Judge Nye "indicated in an order that he
would not relinquish jurisdiction over the administrative action or continue the proceedings until
[Telford's] records and computers were returned." Again, this supposed order is not contained in
the record.
Telford maintains that on October 18,2011, she filed a writ before Judge Nye "requesting
an order directing the Sheriff to return her electronic and paper files concerning the lawsuits
raised in [the pre-filing order]." Yet, the record indicates this writ was actually included in
1 Telford maintained at oral argument that she was not declared vexatious by the Federal District Court of Montana.
Whether she was or was not actually declared vexatious by Montana is ultimately of no consequence.
2 Telford argues that Judge Nye "while a partner of Merrill and Merrill, [ ] earned a monetary interest off the corrupt
obstruction of Idaho federal case ... and from a subsequent Utah case." The bizarre allegations leveled against
Judge Nye include contributing to the "unlawful false imprisonment of [Telford],,; "because he financially gained
from the racketeering acts" related to an allegedly false lawsuit brought and forged by his firm; and "because he was
a witness and a prospective conspirator to [a] RICO act[ ].")
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Telford's response filed on October 13, 2011. Telford notes that three months prior to the prefiling order her computer was seized by Oneida County officials involving a case concerning
certain real property tax exemptions. Telford claims to have sent a "verification for this Writ
Petition" to Skidmore on the night of October 19,2011. On October 19,2011, Judge Nye denied
Telford's response. The order noted that Telford failed to raise any issues attacking the validity
of the pre-filing order. The order also informed Telford that her proper course of action in
challenging the bases upon which other jurisdictions issued their vexatious litigant orders was in
that jurisdiction; therefore, Judge Nye declined the invitation to re-litigate those cases. Finally,
the order granted Telford until October 26, 2011, to file a response adequately addressing the
two grounds upon which the pre-filing order was issued.
Telford claims that on October 20,2011, she appeared at the Oneida County Courthouse
to "process" her case. Supposedly Skidmore was out until October 28, 2011, and everyone at the
courthouse was ordered by Judge Nye not to accept her pleadings. So Telford maintains she was
required to email everything to Skidmore. Telford maintains she emailed Skidmore thirteen
times with her documents between October 23 and October 28,2011.
On October 25, 2011, in a document once again not contained in the record, Telford
claims that she filed "a response to ADJ Nye's statutory violation of IRCP Rule 40(d)(1) and
other rules" in an email to Skidmore.
On October 27, 2011, having not received an amended response to the pre-filing order,
Judge Nye entered a Declaration that Holli Lundahl Telford is a Vexatious Litgate [sic]
("vexatious litigant order"). The vexatious litigant order provided that Telford is precluded from
filing any new litigation in the courts of Idaho pro se without first obtaining leave of a judge.
Disobeying the order can be punished by contempt of court. Additionally, any such action may
be dismissed.
On October 28,2011, Telford arrived at the Oneida County clerk's office. Telford claims
that Skidmore failed to record any of the documents that Telford emailed to her. Telford alleges
that Skidmore "colluded" with Judge Nye "to obstruct the administrative proceedings, by
... backdating an order declaring [Telford] vexatious by one day and thereby purporting to
moot" the papers that Telford sought to record. Telford maintains that she had until October 28,
2011, to file her response.
III. ISSUES ON ApPEAL
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1. Whether Telford was properly served when the pre-filing order was sent to her via

certified mail.
2. Whether Telford's time to respond began running when the pre-filing order was mailed
rather than when it was received.
3. Whether Judge Nye abused his discretion when he declared Telford a vexatious litigant
pursuant to LC.A.R. 59.
IV. STANDARD OF REVIEW

A person declared a vexatious litigant by an administrative district judge may appeal the
order to this Court as a matter of right. LC.A.R. 59(f). Findings of fact will not be set aside by
this Court unless clearly erroneous. LR.C.P. 52(a).
The standard of review under which an order declaring a person to be a vexatious litigant
is reviewed is an issue of first impression in Idaho. Federal courts review the order for abuse of
discretion. In re Armstrong, 300 B.R. 799, 800 (10th Cir. 2004); Lee v. L.B. Sales, Inc., 177 F.3d
714, 718 (8th Cir. 1999); De Long v. Hennessey, 912 F.2d 1144, 1146 (9th Cir. 1990). This
Court reviews other orders imposing sanctions for abuse of discretion. E.g., State Ins. Fund v.

Jarolimek, 139 Idaho 137, 138, 75 P.3d 191, 192 (2003) (applying abuse of discretion standard
to sanction imposed under Rule 37(b»; Sun Valley Shopping Ctr., Inc. v. Idaho Power Co., 119
Idaho 87, 94, 803 P.2d 993, 1000 (1991) (applying abuse of discretion standard to Rule 11
sanctions). Furthermore, Rule 59 uses discretionary language: "An administrative judge may find
a person to be a vexatious litigant .... " LC.A.R. 59(d) (emphasis added). Therefore, we hold
that an abuse of discretion standard applies on review. The test for determining whether a judge
abused his or her discretion is (1) whether the lower court rightly perceived the issue as one of
discretion; (2) whether the lower court acted within the boundaries of such discretion and
consistently with applicable legal standards; and (3) whether the court reached its decision by an
exercise of reason. Schmechel v. Dille, 148 Idaho 176, 179,219 P.3d 1192, 1195 (2009).
V.ANALYSIS

A.

Telford waived her challenge to the adequacy of service.
Telford admits to having received service. She did not challenge the adequacy of service

below, but rather she submitted to the court's jurisdiction. Though Telford maintains that service
was inadequate under Rule 5 of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, those rules are not applicable
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to proceedings brought under LC.A.R. 59. Therefore, we hold that Telford waived her challenges
to the adequacy of service and voluntarily submitted to the court's jurisdiction.

B.

The vexatious litigant order was not prematurely entered.
Telford argues that the vexatious litigant order was prematurely entered before her time

to respond pursuant to LC.A.R. 59 had elapsed. She argues that she received the pre-filing order,
via certified mail, on October 14,2011. She argues that service is complete upon the delivery of
the process to respondent. Thus, she claims she had until October 28, 2011, to file her response,
but the vexatious litigant order was entered on October 27, 2011, before her time to respond had
elapsed.
Idaho Court Administrative Rule 59( e) provides that after a judge has issued an order
declaring a person a vexatious litigant, the "person who would be designated as a vexatious
litigant in the proposed order shall then have fourteen (14) days to file a written response."
LC.A.R. 59( e). Regardless of whether the time to respond begins to run upon dispatch or
delivery, Telford admits to receiving the pre-filing order on October 12, 2011. Thus, fourteen
days after October 12, 2011, is October 26, 2011. Judge Nye granted Telford until that date to
adequately respond and challenge the order. Telford filed one response, which did not challenge
the pre-filing order but sought to improperly re-litigate cases finally adjudicated and determined
in other jurisdictions. Judge Nye informed Telford of such and gave her until October 26, 2011,
to file a response of consequence. No such response was filed.
Thus, we hold that the vexatious litigant order was not erroneously entered before
Telford's time to respond had elapsed.

C.

The Administrative Judge did not Abuse his Discretion in Granting the PreFiling Order.
1.

Judge Nye did not Improperly Fail to DisqualifY Himself Pursuant to Rules
40(d)(1) and 40(d) (2).

Telford maintains that she filed a motion pursuant to LR.C.P. 40(d)(1)(E) and I.R.C.P.
40(d)(2) to disqualify Judge Nye. Telford maintains that Judge Nye ruled on this motion and
failed to recuse himself. The Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure do not apply to proceedings brought
pursuant to LC.A.R. 59. Thus, Rules 40(d)(1) and 40(d)(2) do not apply. Judge Nye, therefore,
had no duty to disqualify himself under these rules, and he did not abuse his discretion when he
failed to do so.

2.

IC.A.R. 59 is not Unconstitutionally Vague.
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Telford next maintains that Rule 59 is unconstitutionally vague because "[a] reasonable
person must guess as to the meaning of 'finally determined adversely to that person'" portion of
the rule.
A statute denies due process of law when it is so vague that men or women of common
intelligence must necessarily guess at its meaning and differ as to its application. Olsen v. JA.

Freeman Co., 117 Idaho 706, 716, 791 P.2d 1285, 1295 (1990). The absence of definitions in a
statute does not render a statute void for vagueness. ld The test is whether undefined terms "can
be interpreted as taking their ordinary, contemporary or common meaning." ld at 717, 791 P.2d
at 1296.
Here, Telford does not contend that the right to continue filing unmeritorious, pro se
litigation documents without first seeking the leave of court is a fundamental constitutional right,
nor has either this Court or the U.S. Supreme Court found this to be the case. Rule 59 permits the
entry of a vexatious litigant order where the litigant has "[i]n the immediately preceding sevenyear period ... commenced, prosecuted or maintained pro se at least three litigations ... that
have been finally determined adversely to that person." LC.A.R. 59(d)( 1).
We conclude that Rule 59 is not vague. The only language that Telford points to as being
vague is "finally determined adversely." Final is defined as "not requiring any further judicial
action by the court that rendered judgment to determine the matter litigated." Black's Law
Dictionary, at 705 (9th ed. 2009). This Court has on numerous occasions found an action to be
"finally determined" where all of the issues are disposed of. See, e.g., Glasco v. Brassard, 94
Idaho 162, 165, 483 P.2d 924, 927 (1971); Farmers Equip. Co. v. Clinger, 70 Idaho 501, 506,
222 P.2d 1077, 1080 (1950). This reasoning is consistent with Rule 54 of the Idaho Rules of
Civil Procedure, which finds a judgment to be final where it is "entered on all claims for relief
asserted." Clearly, an action that is finally determined will be one where all of the issues have
been disposed of.
We therefore hold that the language ofLC.A.R. 59 is not unconstitutionally vague.

3.

Telford was Afforded Adequate Due Process ofLaw.

Telford next contends that she was denied adequate procedural due process protections
because there was allegedly no record keeping or access to court personnel. Telford further
contends that she has demonstrated that Judge Nye and court officials "concealed process,"
"manipulated rules," and "aborted their duties."
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The Fourteenth Amendment of the U.S. Constitution guarantees procedural due process
of law. The minimal requirements of procedural due process relate to notice and hearing in the
deprivation of a significant life, liberty, or property interest. Bradbury v. Idaho Judicial Council,
136 Idaho 63, 72,28 P.3d 1006, 1015 (2001). "A procedural due process inquiry is focused on
determining whether the procedure employed is fair." Id. Due process is not a rigid doctrine;
rather, it calls for such procedural protections as are warranted by a particular situation. Id. The
procedure required is merely that to ensure that a person is not arbitrarily deprived of his or her
rights. Neighbors for a Healthy Gold Fork v. Valley Cnty., 145 Idaho 121, 127, 176 P.3d 126,
132 (2007). The opportunity to be heard must occur at a meaningful time and in a meaningful
manner. Id.
Assuming arguendo that Telford had a protected liberty or property interest in filing
unmeritorious, pro se litigation papers without leave of court, she was granted reasonable
procedural protections ensuring that her interests would not be deprived arbitrarily. She was
given notice of the proposed action against her. She was given opportunity to be heard through a
right to file a response within fourteen days. Telford, however, failed to adequately challenge the
pre-filing order or the bases upon which it was granted within the time allowed.
We conclude that Telford was afforded adequate procedural due process of law.

4.

Telford Fails to Raise a Cogent Argument Regarding the Alleged Violation of her
Seventh Amendment Rights.

Telford next maintains a convoluted argument that Judge Nye violated her Seventh
Amendment rights to a jury by hearing this proceeding because it involved cases of alleged
conspiracy on the part of the judge; so she is permitted to sue court officers under section 1983.
Somehow, Telford argues this barred Judge Nye from hearing the case because he had no
jurisdiction over her causes of action.
First, Telford fails to identify anywhere in the record where she requested a jury. This
court, "will not consider issues raised for the first time on appeal." Clear Springs Foods, Inc. v.

Spackman, 150 Idaho 790, 812, 252 P.3d 71, 93 (2011). Therefore, Telford has not properly
preserved this issue for appeaL
Second, it is true that Judge Nye had no jurisdiction over the legal causes of action that
were finally determined adversely to Telford, which Telford sought to re-litigate. Below, in her
response to the pre-filing order, Telford encouraged Judge Nye to assert jurisdiction over these
cases and relitigate these cases on the merits. Judge Nye properly refused to do that which
7

Telford requested. When Judge Nye entered the pre-filing order, he was not asserting jurisdiction
over the underlying causes of action. He was maintaining jurisdiction pursuant to LC.A.R. 59. As
already discussed, Telford advanced bizarre accusations against Judge Nye without any support
in the record and without demonstrating that she actually followed proper procedure to disqualify
him if any of her accusations had merit. Lastly, it is unclear how any of this relates to a right to a
jury. Telford fails to cite to any authority indicating that under circumstances similar to these she
was entitled to a jury.
Thus, Telford's Seventh Amendment rights were not violated.

5.

Judge Nye did not Abuse his Discretion when he Declared Telford a Vexatious
Litigant Pursuant to IC.A.R. 59(d)(J).

Telford maintains that Judge Nye erred in granting the pre-filing order because he relied
upon cases that were outside of the seven-year statutory time frame. Specifically, she notes that
the Ninth Circuit vexatious litigant order was fourteen years old, the Utah judgment was nine
years old, and the U.S. Supreme Court vexatious litigant order was almost eight years old.
Telford misunderstands the requirements to be declared vexatious pursuant to tC.A.R.
59(d)(1). Idaho Court Administrative Rule 59(d)(1) provides that an administrative judge may
enter an order finding a person to be a vexatious litigant if in the past seven years that person has
maintained pro se at least three litigations that have been finally determined adversely to that
person. LC.A.R. 59(d)(1).
The pre-filing order cited three cases that were filed pro se by Telford in the past seven
years in the Sixth Judicial District alone. 3 Therefore, there was adequate basis for Judge Nye to
enter the vexatious litigant order. Telford seemingly argues that Judge Nye abused his discretion
in relying on these cases because all of the cases were wrongly decided. Though Telford
maintains that several of the cases cited arose from fraud and forgery, these cases have been fully
disposed of. None of the cases or orders were meritoriously appealed. It is improper to re-litigate
those finally determined cases that were not appealed in a separate administrative proceeding.
Thus, Judge Nye did not abuse his discretion in granting the pre-filing order pursuant to
tC.A.R.59(d)(1).

These cases included the following: Lundahl v. Kirkpatricks Auto World, Franklin County Case No. CV-20l10000189 (dismissed on August 25,2011); Lundahl v. Hubbard, Oneida County Case No. CV-2011-0000044
(dismissed on June 2, 2011); Telfordv. Evans, Oneida County Case No. CV-2006-0000004 (dismissed on December
1,2006).
3
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6.

Judge Nye did not Abuse his Discretion when he Declared Telford a Vexatious
Litigant Pursuant to IC.A.R. 59(d)(4).

Telford devotes significant time arguing that Judge Nye abused his discretion in granting
the pre-filing order pursuant to 1. C.A.R. 59( d)( 4) because the similar orders imposed against her
in other jurisdictions all relate to one Utah case, which she claims was wrongly decided against
her. Nevertheless, each of those orders declared her a vexatious litigant.
Idaho Court Administrative Rule 59(d)(4) provides that an administrative judge may
declare a person to be a vexatious litigant if that person was previously declared to be a
vexatious litigant "by any other state or federal court of record in any action or proceeding."
LC.A.R. 59(d)(4). There is no time limit on how old these court orders may be.
Telford first argues that the reliance on the Utah Supreme Court's vexatious litigant
order, the Ninth Circuit's vexatious litigant order, and the U.S. Supreme Court's vexatious
litigant order was erroneous because they were over seven years old. However, these orders
relate to the Rule 59(d)(4) basis upon which the current vexatious litigant order was entered-not
the Rule 59(d)(1) basis. Unlike Rule 59(d)(1), Rule 59(d)(4) does not limit the order entered by
another jurisdiction to seven years.
Therefore, Judge Nye did not abuse his discretion

III

granting the pre-filing order

pursuant to Rule 59(d)(4).
VI. CONCLUSION

We hold that the order declaring Telford a vexatious litigant is affirmed. Costs on appeal
are awarded to Respondent as the prevailing party.
Chief Justice BURDICK, Justices EISMANN, J. JONES and HORTON CONCUR,
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HOlLi lUNDAHl TELFORD
10621 S. Old Hwy 191
Malad City, Idaho 83252
208-244-0342
fax # 307-212-6888
Attorney Pro Se
hollitelford@gmail.com

IN THE IDAHO SUPREME COURT
HOlLi lUNDAHl TELFORD

Supreme Court No. 39497 - 2011
Petitioner

VERIFIED
EXPEDITED MOTION THAT JUSTICE
JIM JONES NOT BE PERMITTED
TO DISPOSE OF ANY MOTIONS
INVOLVING ANY CASES NAMING
HOlLi lUNDAHl TELFORD AND THAT
JUSTICE JIM JONES BE DISQUALIFIED
FROM SITTING ON THE PANEL DECIDING
OR HEARING ORAL ARGUMENT IN THIS
THIS APPEAL ON FEBRUARY 20, 2013
vs.

ADMINISTRATIVE lAW JUDGE
DAVID NYE

Respondent

OBJECTION TO AND CROSS MOTION TO STRIKE JUDGE NYE'S
"AMBUSHING AND UNTIMELY"
MOTION TO SUPPLEMENT THE
RECORD ON APPEAL WITH
RECENTLY DOCTORED AND/OR
ALTERED EVIDENCE AND FILED
WITH THE IDAHO SUPREME
COURT ON OR ABOUT FEBRUARY
15, 2013; ONE BUSINESS DAY
BEFORE ORAL ARGUMENT IS
SCHEDULED TO BE HEARD IN
THIS APPEAL

COMES NOW Petitioner Holli Lundahl Telford to file this expedited motion that

1

beneficially interested.
It is well established that when a Petition does not meet the requirements of
the statute, it is subject to being stricken as an invalid document.
Inns Inc, Docket No. 29580 (10 2003)

See Black v. Ameritel

(rule violations result in striking the offending

pleading.)
Because the document presented by ADJ lacks the required affidavit, and
hence proof that Holli did indeed execute this Writ,

the document is a nullity and

therefore is not permitted to be submitted to this court on appeal.

2.

The Writ of Mandamus and Prohibition Is Void Because It Is A
Photocopied Forgery
The Writ of Mandamus and Prohibition submitted by ADJ NYE is a backdated

photocopied forgery of Holli's signatures and is not a true and correct copy of the original
document prepared by Holli on October 18, 2011.
Reference to pages 12 and 13 of the AG's motion to augment the record,
i.e. the signature pages of The Writ of Mandamus and Prohibition,
mark on the left lower hand corners of these signature pages.

reveals a strike

This strike mark came

from Holli's very old fax-scan machine and indicates that the signature pages are "faxed"
photocopies of Holli's signatures and not authentic original signatures.
According to the AG's own submission, the Writ of Mandamus and Prohibition
purporting to be authored by Holli, runs from pages 5 through 46 of ADJ NYE"S motion
to Supplement The Record; thus making this document 41 pages in length.
County clerks were strictly enforcing

The Oneida

IRCP Rule 5(e)(2) against Holli and barring Holli

from fax filing any document exceeding 10 pages in length. This rule reads as follows:
(2) Filing by Facsimile. Any pleading or document except those
documents requiring a filing fee or filed as proof of incarceration of a party
to the action may be transmitted to the court clerk for filing by a
facsimile machine process. The clerk shall file stamp the facsimile copy
as an original and the signature, court seal, and notary seal on the copy
shall constitute the required signature and be considered as originals under
Rule 11 (a)(1). After a document is filed by facsimile, there is no need to
mail that document to the court. Filings may be made to the court only
during the normal working hours of the clerk and only if there is a facsimile
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machine in the office of the filing clerk of the court. Provided, documents
over ten (10) pages in length cannot be filed by the facsimile machine
process.
(Amended April 22,2004, effective July 1, 2004.)
The Writ document presented by ADJ Nye is 31 pages over the 10 page fax
limit and therefore could not have been faxed to the court as a matter of procedure.
Furthermore, there are no fax markings across the top of the Writ pages including the
signature pages; thus confirming that the Writ was not faxed to ADJ Nye.
Given the signatures on pages 12 and 13 of ADJ NYE"S motion to augment are
faxed scanned copies of Holli's signatures and not Holli's original signatures as consistent
with an original filing,

the only reasonable conclusion that can be reached is that

someone from within the 4 corners of the Oneida County courthouse, cut Holli's faxed
copied signatures from an unrelated

(10 page or less)

faxed document and pasted

Holli's photocopied faxed signatures bearing this strike mark - to the Writ of Mandamus
and Prohibition which NYE now submits to this court as an original existing record.
Moreover, it should also be noted that this writ and the order which NYE now
seeks to supplement, are wholly absent from the Clerk's certified record in this appeal as
shown in exhibit "1" attached, and their untimely submissions violate IAR 28(h)1 and 29.

2

Furthermore, Holli provided this court with an electronic record of the verified
Writ she sent to ADJ NYE. See exhibit "4" attached to the May 2, 2012 Opening Brief and
the CD of this electronic record found at exhibit "5" attached to the May 2, 2012 Opening
Brief. This Court can discern that these exhibits contain original electronic records with
fixed date stamps bearing the electronic service date of October 18, 2011 for Holli's

1.
I.AR. 28 (h) provides: Certificate of Clerk. The clerk of the court or
administrative agency shall certify at the end of the record, that the record contains true
and correct copies of all pleadings, documents and papers designated to be
included in the clerk's or agency's record by Rule 28, the notice of appeal, any notice
of cross-appeal, and any designation of additional documents to be included in the clerk's
or agency's record. The clerk's or agency's record shall also include the certificate
required by Rule 31(d).
2.
I.AR. 29(a) provides in part: The parties shall have 28 days from the
date of the service of the transcript and the record within which to file objections to
the transcript or the record, including requests for corrections, additions or deletions. In
the event no objections to the reporter's transcript or clerk's or agency's record are filed
within said 28-day time period, the transcript and record shall be deemed settled.
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verified Writ.
Add to the foregoing,

the substantive date alterations made to NYE's Writ

which has Holli receiving ADJ NYE's OSC in the mail on October 12, 2011 and not the
d ate that Holli has attested for the last 1% years since this appeal has been pending,
being October14, 2011. See Page 59 of Holli's Supplemental Opening Brief wherein Holli
averred that she received service of the OSC via certified mail on October 14, 2011.
Furthermore,

the date on the Writ fabricated by Respondent is October 13, 2011 as

opposed to the October 18, 2011 date found in Holli's fixed electronic submission. See
exhibit "4" attached to Holli's opening brief bearing the fixed date of October 18, 2011.
Also see the CD of this electronic record as exhibit "5" attached to the Opening Brief.
Finally, it is undisputed that ADJ NYE has sole control over the record in the
underlying action and that he certainly had the means to instruct anyone of his clerks to
conceal, alter, back stamp and created new records. Exhibits "1", "2", "4", "5", "6", "7",
"11", "12", "14" ,"15", "16", "17" attached to Holli's May 2,2011 Opening Brief is record
evidence that ADJ NYE's clerks have done all of the foregoing record tampering acts in
every single case in which Holli was a named party. Therefore it is quite conceivable that
the Writ now presented by ADJ NYE one business day before oral argument is to take
place, is a document of ADJ NYE'S own creation and not Holli's.
Furthermore, there is absolutely no means of transparency for ADJ NYE's
actions because there was never any

"file"

maintained in Oneida County in the

underlying action, there was no docket record maintained in this case; in fact, there was
no independent record keeping at all which would permit Holli or others to monitor the
transactions in this case.

Rather this action was synonymous to the Star Chambers

Court where everything was done in secret and no public record was made or committed.
As her 4th Issue on appeal, Holli complained of these Procedural Due Process violations
which rendered ICAR 59 subject to constitutional attack.

See page 57 of Holli's

Supplemental Opening Brief filed June 29, 2002 for this argument.
Last but not least, the Writ presented by ADJ NYE omits constitutional
argument made by Holli,

namely that ADJ NYE never properly acquired personal

jurisdiction over Holli because Holli was not properly served the contempt complaint under
rule 4 as required under IRep rule 75(d)(2).

Remarkably in NYE's Response Brief,

NYE did not oppose in any manner whatsoever that (1) he was disqualified for cause
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chief evidence for the defense.

NYE purports to do the same thing here but instead

using altered or forged evidence which NYE claims is impeachment evidence.

IV.

ADJ NYE Is Seeking To Submit Incompetent And Irrelevant
Evidence To Invalidate Plaintiffs Statutory Rights Under IRep
Rule 7S(d)(2)
On page 59 of Hollis' supplemental Opening Brief filed on June 29, 2012, Holli

provided supporting argument for her 7th issue on appeal:

Issue NO.7
That ADJ NYE Did not Properly Acquire Personal Jurisdiction Over
Holli Sufficient To Enter A Binding Contempt / Injunction Order
Against HOlL!

... Holli was served by certified mail on October 14, 2011, irrespective
"that Idaho does not authorize service of original process by
certified mail on Idaho residents under rule 4, but instead requires
personal service of process,
thus invalidating the service
altogether. ADJ Nye rejected Holli's claim of lack of personal jurisdiction
when Holli filed a mandamus writ with ADJ Nye's Court. Accordingly, Holli
responded to the process to avoid prejudice. "
ADJ NYE in his response brief never opposed Holli's argument that he
was required to service Holli with his

asc

via personal service under rule 4. On

page 22 of her REPLY Brief, Holli again cited to IRCP Rule 75(d)(2) which required that
NYE serve her personally with his contempt complaint pursuant to rule 4, otherwise the
service was invalid. The relevant parts of IRCP Rule 75(d) reads as follows:
Rule 75. Contempt. This rule shall govern all contempt proceedings
brought in connection with a civil lawsuit or as a separate proceeding.
Rule 75(a)(5)provides: Nonsummary proceeding. A nonsummary
proceeding is one in which the contemnor is given prior notice of the
contempt charge and an opportunity for a hearing.
Rule 75(d). Nonsummary proceedings. Service - Time Limits.
(2): If the respondent is not a party to the pending action
in which the contempt proceedings are brought, service shall be
as provided in Rule 4, but the respondent need not be served with a
summons.
13

75(g)(2). Denial of contempt. If the respondent denies the charge of
contempt, the matter shall be set for a trial. The respondent must be
given at least fourteen (14) days to prepare for trial, unless otherwise
ordered by the court
ADJ NYE by his submission of an altered WRIT and recently altered October
19,2011 order, seeks to enforce the manner of service he conducted by certified mall,
which is in violation of the personal service requirement under IRCP Rule 75(d)(2) and
rule 4.

In other words, ADJ NYE seeks to unconstitutionally nullify IRCP Rule 75(d)(2)

in violation of Holli's 14th amendment rights.
Because NYE seeks to advance an unconstitutional act by his submission of
[forged] process, this court must strike not only the forged or altered records NYE seeks
to supplement, but this court must also stnke NYE's motion to augment, itself.
Moreover,

another badge of fraud

is presented by ADJ

Nye's WRIT

submission - in that the WRIT is clearly a "denial of the contempt" complaint by ADJ
NYE.

be set for a trial.

ADJ

the contempt matter shall

IRCP rule 75(g)(2) provides that upon such denial,

NYE,

Given ADJ NYE never set this contempt matter for trial,

it is clear that

while the case was pending before his court had no intention of disclosing

that Holli had filed any response denying the contempt;

hence the empty certified

"default" clerk's record filed with this court on January 25. 2012.
Accordingly

ADJ

NYE's

motion

to

augment

must be denied as an

unconstitutional attempt to invalidate other rules promulgated by this court
CONCLUSION
For all of the foregoing reasons, plaintiff obj ~ qnd cross moves to strike
ADJ NYE"S motion to supplement the record.

'~ ~

+.}-+~.Y_~~0i~ {_/

Dated. February 18, 2013

ford

Certificate of Service
The undersigned certifies that she served the fore gOin9 d. 0
Idaho Supreme Court
.
personally and electronically on February 19, 2011

a
,

on Shasta Kilminster-Hadley via electronically
@ shasta.k-hadley@ag.idahogov
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To: dskidmore@co.oneida.id.us

All

Reply

I Reply to all I Forward I Print I Delete I snow onginal

Diane please file and forward judge a copy in the vexatious litigant
case.
~)
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Reply

Labels
amazon
canon camera

Affidavit submitted-filing foreign jUdgments. pdf
1578K
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I Reply to
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original
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Transcript of 10-28-2011 Conversation With Clerk Janet Duechamps,
Diane Skidmore, And Oneida County Sheriff Mike?

Holli: Hi Janet. I need to speak with you. When you spoke to me on the
phone last week before, while Diane was away at that conference ...
Janet: Yes.
Holli: You indicated to me that I couldn't file these documents because I
had to file them directly with Diane and that I couldn't pay my fees related to the
district court ...
Janet: Did we mention the fee part?
Holli: Yea. I had to file a petition under the foreign judgment act and
you said to wait until she could take the fees because you couldn't access anything in
her court office.
Janet: Uh huh.
Holli: Anyway. And I told you that I had emailed everything to her and
you were going to call her and let her know that so that she could draw it down and
put it into the record.?
Janet: And she said that she never did find it on her email.
Holli: I have got all of these documents on her email that have not been
returned to me. (Holli points to a 14" pile of documents sent to Diane from the
dates of October 25,2011 through October 26,2011.).
Janet: I don't know. She just said it wasn't on her email.
Holii: Okay. I'll talk to her right now. (Holli is talking to Diane through
her open office door.) Hi. I emailed you a whole bunch of documents for that
administrative proceeding!
Diane: That's what you said in your email but Holli I . .. as Janet
indicated to you I did not receive them.
Holli: Had I known that, I would have brought my computer in. I drew
down all of the documents that I emailed to you. They are right here in my hand.
And I can bring my computer back this afternoon and access my sender files and
show you, I dont' have any return email from you.
Diane: Well I can show you that I. .. I didn't. .. I just filed ... what I
did ... what I show is that ... I don"t have any emails. I have this folder for files
from July (inaudible)
Holli: You dont have any right. ..
Diane: and accordingly I sent you a message about these faxes ...
Holli: Well, that was in Judge Dunn's case. Not in this administrative or
appeal case. Nobody told me not to file those documents electronically. And I have
proof on my computer that I em ailed them all to you well before the time expired ..
because Janet told me that I couldn't file any documents while you were away.

Diane: Well, I believe that you did do it. But if you seen what I have.
She wrote notes that she only received faxes. ..
Holli: I didnt fax these to you. Immediately when I did it, I only faxed
to you a couple of documents. I have a whole list of documents I emailed to you.
This whole pile I emailed to you.
Diane: Well ..
D. Sheriff Mike: Holli. Holli. This is her day off. She doesn't have to put your
documents into this case ...
Holli: Well. That's an issue. Because you told me that I could file these
by email.
Diane: Hang on just a second. Because why would I stop now. I have
accepted all of your emails. .. filed all of your emails.
Holli: Yea, but your emails wasn't rejected on my computer. I have no
rejection notices. I can bring in my computers. I just pull them down all this
morning. They should have been filed into the record according to the emails.
Diane: Okay and I have told you I didn't receive your (13) emails to know
you sent them!
Holli: Well, can you explain to me how come I'm no getting a rejection
email or mailer deamon on my computer?
Diane: Do you remember the other day when you called and asked me if!
got something ...
Holli: I remember you saying that but that's not on point. How would I
even know that you didn't get it until I was informed this morning.
Diane: How would I know that you even sent them.
Holli: I got it on my computer.
D. Sheriff Mike: Okay. That's it.
Diane: But I wouldn't know that, Holli.
Holli: So your not going to file these documents.
Diane: I didn't say I wouldn't file them. I got to have proof to file.
Holli: Well. What I'll do is I'll print off my email ... you know how you
can print down a gmail, sending gmails? I will print that off and separately email
that to you and call you and ask you if you got that to prove that I emailed all of
these documents, or I will bring my computer in and show you.
Diane: That will probably be a good idea.
Holli: Okay I'll do that.
Diane: I'm not ... I have ... this is all your stuff, Holli. I have not
rejected anything by email. I don't know why you would think I would stop now.
I just didn't receive them. I don't have them.
Holli: I also had Janet call you last Tuesday to make sure that you were
going to draw down all of those documents, if you could do it from Pocatello.

Because she told me you weren't coming back in. And, and ..
Diane: I wasn't in Pocatello.
Holli: In a ... in a seminar you were at through Thursday?
Diane: I wasn't in Pocatello I was in Boise and had no access.
Ho1li: In Boise, I thought it was in Pocatello.
Diane: I had no access from Boise.
Hol1i: Well, did she get ahold of you on the phone?
Diane: No.
Ho1li: Because she told me she was going to call you. Because I wanted
confirmation that you received my emails.
Diane: I called her and (inaudible)
D. Sheriff Mike: Okay. She says she take records from you ... say it again. .. So
I don't want to sit here and have to go through all of this ...
Holli: Here, are all the documents so that you don't have to call me back.
These are all the documents that are on the emails. If you will receive and file
these ....
Diane: And these are having to do with the vexatious litigant proceeding?
Hol1i: Yes. These are all the documents that I have emailed to you. I
brought in extra copies of at least your copies of the top pages so that I can get
conformed copies back ofthe caption pages. So if you would like to wait until I
email you ... or bring my computer in, or you going to be in here for the rest of the
day?
Diane: Probably not.
D. Sheriff Mike: Okay.
Diane: My hours were over. . . (in audible)
Holli: I tried to reach you on the phone last night.
Diane: I didn't get home until about a quarter to one.
Holli: Okay. I didn't know if you were ignoring me or not.
Diane: I don't even have ... I don't have caller ID. So I wouldn't have
ignored you anyway. So I just. We were at the ballgame so.
D. Sheriff Mike: Okay. So ...
Holli: So here is all of my paperwork. It's cross layered. Here is each of
the tops of the caption pages to each document. And on emailing the documents, I
will go ahead and give you my emails. .. I will email you an email or call you at
home to see if you got it: the proof that I had timely emailed you all of these
documents.
Diane: Okay.
Holli: Okay? Thanks.
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Appeal No. 39497 - 2011
In The Supreme Court ForThe State Of Idaho
In The Matter Of The Order Re: Holli Lundahl Telford

Holli Lundahl Telford,
Petitioner
vs.
Honorable David C. Nye
Respondent

AFFIDAVIT OF FERRON STOKES
IN SUPPORT OF:
PETITIONER TELFORD'S VERIFIED MOTION TO SUSPEND THIS
APPEAL AND REMAND THE MATTER TO AN OUT OF DISTRICT
JUDGE TO HEAR PETITIONER'S ATTACKS ON THE VOID CONTEMPT
INJUNCTIONS WHICH PETITIONER SOUGHTTO DOMESTICATEAS
LOCAL JUDGMENTS ...

Appeal From The District Court Sixth Judicial District, State of Idaho
Administrative Action Case NO. 2011-3

Holli Lundahl Telford
10621 S. Old Hwy 191
Malad City, Idaho 83252

Lawrence G. Wasden
Idaho Attorney General
P.O.Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83720-0010

State of Utah
ss
County Of Salt Lake
I, Ferron Stokes, being duly sworn upon oath, deposes and says:
1. I have personal knowledge of the facts set forth herein and so
competently attest thereto.
2.

Holli contacted me for a well installation bid on her property in

Malad City Idaho in May of 2009. I am a licensed well driller in Utah and
Idaho. Holli informed me that my bid was required to be submitted to the
USDA department for comparison bids and as soon as her mother signed
contracts with the USDA Rural Development Department, that this
agency would be accepting the lowest bid to install a well on the malad
residence. My bid was defeated by a lower bid by Mountain West Drilling.
However I won the bid for excavating and installing the well lines from the
well to the house and for eqUipment involved in that project.
3.

Consequently, I was at the Malad home on May 19, 2009

when Ruth Telford, Holli Telford, and USDA agent Lana Duke met to
execute the required contracts. Many other people were also present. In
fact, I had already began digging and preping the new well lines because
Respondent's brother Kimball Lundahl gauranteed payment over and above
that promised by the USDA agency in order to get the home re- secured with
primary facilities. I witnessed the signing of the USDA papers between Ruth
Telford and USDA agent Lana Duke and did perform work on the subject
property pursuant to the Irrevocable Power of Attorney that Ruth Telford
delivered to the USDA agent Lana Duke placing Holli in control of all matters
concerning the property. Mountain West Drilling also signed a contract with
the USDA agent Lana Duke which permitted them to commence drilling a

misconduct on the record, and by breaking into Holli's home to conduct
illegal searches and seizures that are a masquerade for fabricating and
planting evidence of crimes against Holli. It's remarkable to acutally witness
this corruption being exercised under color of law.
6. I am aware that Holli was directed to file her process with
Oneida County electronically so that Holli would not "personally audio or
video record ililegal practices by Oneida County."
7. Holli had been e-filing court and county process since 2009.
Holli e-filed her administrative process with Oneida County clerk Diane
Skidmore from October 18, 2011 through October 28, 2011. I became of an
alteracation Holli had with this clerk on October 28,2011 when this clerk
denied receiving every single email Holli had sent this clerk responsive to the
proceeding to declare Holli a vexatious litigant. I have seen Holli's computer
files and can confirm that there are no return mailers to indicate these
transmissions were not received.
8. Accordingly, Holli obtained a supoena decus tecum seeking
access to Diane Skidmore's office computer to forensically examine the hard
drive to verify that Holli's 13 independently transmitted emails / e-filings were
inentionally deleted by Clerk Skidmore. I personally served this SDT upon
Diane Skidmore on November 14, 2011.

Attached hereto as exhibit "1" is a

copy of this SOT. I properly obtain a notary on this subpeona to acknowlege
my service. Attached hereto as exhibit "2" is the videotape CD of the notary
I obtained on the supoena I served upon Diane Skidmore. Diane Skidmore
was ordered to appear at Holli's Frank's hearing scheduled for December 1,
2011 and turn over her computer. I was at this hearing to testify about the
service.

Diane Skidmore was reported to be on an extended vacation and

hence deliberately violated a court order to appear. To date Holli has not

been able to obtain this hard drive as impeachment evidence against Diane
Skidmore.
9. Holli has obtained a forensic expert to validate that Holli's efilings had to have been deliberately deleted by Clerk Skimdore to obtain a
vexatious litigant order against HolIL

You affiant saith further naught;

Ferron Stokes
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN TO before me thiW'f;J
'(Yay of
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Notary Public
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Certificate of Service
The undersigned certifiies that she faxed the above stated affidavit to the Idaho
Attorney General Lawrence Wasden @ Fax (208) 854-8071. In addition
orney GeneralLawrence
Respondent mailed the foregiong document t
Wasden @ P.D.Box 83720 Boise, Idaho 8372
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IN THE DISTRICf COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DlSTRlCf OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ONEIDA
MAGISTRATE DMSION

.,,"""''''''''''*
)

Plaintiff:
vs.

)
)
)

CASE NO. ::t-O( \ -

)

SUBPOENA DUCES TECUM - CIVIL

~ L.u..>o~v --r~~
Defendant.
~
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _--1)
The Slate ofIdaho to:

.\

U; 11 <1

1"\

~tJC:. V~;

W~l (.

A.Ivl.

2..Df,f

fi) 't.: ~

Qnof; ct4 Cpu~+ 1 Dc ~ rJ2Ja L~
(';,1-.-4JV-

YOU ARE HEREBY COMMANDED:

'h/~~ 5jL.J~

~.Y

r-,itollP~ at the p~e. date and time specified below to testifY in the abm'e case.
Iv ~I 'z>~, tt.At~ iD Yf"?Z--£"1.., ~ j}~l, -wtl@'1:10
[ J to appear at the place, date and time specified below to testify at the taking of a deposition in the a.. n.t. •

above case.

[ J to produce or permit inspection and copying of the following documents OT objects, including
electronically stored information. at the place. date and time specified below.

r6u (L. CFFt c£.

~~ IV Pee:fQ~ ftJ!":r2elJ$(C- £'t.awdr1t:;{r'OAJ DF rt-{G
Wten Dl2iu,; 1D lJ~FY ALL- meUW *00 D6~ E.J1ftILS /
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[ ] to pennit inspection of the following premises atvtlie{date and titne specilJe'dbelow.
Gt+•PLACE. DATE AND TIME:
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You are fi1l11ler 110tified that if you fai) to appear at the place and time specified above, or
SUBPOENA DUCES TECUM· en'lL· I

I

lJDtJf:MtS#lOI 7-D1\ ~

to produce or permit copying or inspection as specified above tbat you may be held in contempt of
court and that the aggrieved party may recover from you the sum of $H)O.OO and all damages

MAITHEW LON COLTON
CLERK OF THE DISTRICf COURT
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Holli Telford Lundahl
10621 S.Old Highway 191
Malad City, Idaho 83252

Appeal No. 39497 - 2011
In The Supreme Court For The State Of Idaho

In The Matter Of The Order Re: Holli Lundahl Telford

Holli Lundahl Telford,
Petitioner
vs.
Honorable David C. Nye
Respondent

AFFIDAVIT OF COMPUTER EXPERT REX LEWIS
IN SUPPORT OF:
PETITIONER TELFORD'S VERIFIED MOTION TO SUSPEND THIS
APPEAL AND REMAND THE MATTER TO AN OUT OF DISTRICT
JUDGE TO HEAR PETITIONER'S ATTACKS ON THE VOID CONTEMPT
INJUNCTIONS WHICH PETITIONER SOUGHTTO DOMESTICATEAS
LOCAL JUDGMENTS

Appeal From The District Court Sixth Judicial District, State of Idaho
Administrative Action Case NO. 2011-3

Holli Lundahl Telford
10621 S. Old Hwy 191
Malad City, Idaho 83252

Lawrence G. Wasden
Idaho Attorney General
P.O.Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83720-0010

State of Utah
ss
County Of Salt Lake
I, Rex Lewis, being duly sworn upon oath, deposes and says:
1.

I am an expert on electronic media and devices to include

computers.
2.

The petitioner Holli Lundahl Telford has asked me to prepare

this affidavit regarding certain electronically mailed documents to Oneida
County District Court Clerk Diane Skidmore throughout the periods of April
15,2011 through November 21,2011, and in particular, from the dates of
October 13, 2011 through October 28,2011.
3.

It is common knowledge among the expert field of electronic

media, that when an email dispatches from a given email to a recipient email
address, that the transmission is completed at the most in 1 hour - if the file
being transferred is larger than 20 MB and less than 25 MB.
4.

Furthermore, individual email transmissions carrying data

information larger than 25 MB may not be transferred via email
transmission.
5.

When an email transmission is sent to a recipient email

address, depending on the speed of transmission, the transmission is
deemed received at the most within 1 hour if the file is at maximum load size
of 25 MB and the transmission speed is slow.

If the email transmission is

not confirmed received at the recipient email address, then a return mailer
demon is returned to the sender email address confirming non-receipt of the
attempted transmission at the recipient email address. When no return
mailer demon is returned to the sender's email address, than the
transmission was successful. This notification response is inherent in all

email communications irregardless of the host carrier.
6.

Reviewing the email history with District Court clerk Diane

Skidmore between the dates of April 15, 2011 through November 21, 2011
on the hard drives of Petitioner's computers, the history shows successful
transmission of all emails sent by Petitioner to District Clerk Diane Skidmore
which overall totaled some 85 email communications between the above
stated dates.
7.

Targeting the dates between October 18, 2011 to October 28,

2011 , Petitioner sent 12 emails to District Court Clerk Diane Skidmore with
documents pertaining to the above administrative action attached thereto.
( The largest document file size was 4426 kb as transmitted on October 20,
2011). Attached hereto as exhibits "1" and "2" are the pdf copied
transmissions of those emails.

As can be seen by exhibits "1" and "2"

attached, there were no return mailer demons recorded on any of these 12
independently transmitted emails.

Therefore, District Court Clerk Diane

Skidmore received each and every one of these emails and cannot
competently claimed that she did not receive same.
8. I am prepared to testify as an expert for the Petitioner regarding
this matter at trial, upon approval as an expert witness and compensation
by the state of Idaho.
You affiant saith further naught;

ex ewis
Subscribed and Sworn To Before Me This ~ Day of February, 2012.

1

J. RYAN ROMERO ........
Notary Public
State of Utah

Commission Number 580504
My Commission Expires June 24, 20,3

(

~
S

l

~biCC=S

Certificate of Service

The undersigned certifiies that she faxed the above stated
affidavit to the Idaho Attorney General Lawrence Wasden @
Fax (208) 854-8071. In addition Per'
r mai
to Attorney General
Lawrence Wasden @ P.O.Box 83720 B lse I a 083720-0 O.
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Gmail - registration of foreign judgments

Gmail Calendar Documents
hollitelford@gmail.com

I My

account

I Settings I

I Sign

out

You are currently viewing Gmail in basic HTML.

I

as
II

1 ..

Sean:llMID!·

L..-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _...J

II

I:

Show search options
a...-_Searc_h_!l!e_w_e,,_.....a._ Create a filter

Compose

1 of 70

Folders

@

window

registration of foreign judgments

(1

In

e Print

fD

»

Sun, Oct 23,2011 at 9:17 PM

Ii
<hollitelford@gmail.com>
To: dskidmore@co.oneida.id.us
Reply

I

ali

I Forward I Print I Delete I Show

originel

Diane please file and forward judge a copy in the vexatious litigant
case.

Affidavit submitted-filing foreign judgments. pdf
1578K
as
Reply

Labels

I Reply to

amazon
canon camera

all

I FOf1'Vard I Print I Delete I Show original

Mon, Oct 24,2011 at 5:12 PM

Ii

(1)

<hollitelford@gmail.com>
To: dskidmore@co.oneida.id.us

evans case
Idaho

Reply

I Reply

to all

I FOr\vard I Print I Delete I Show

original

Find attached a supplemental petition to file additional judgments.

Supplemental Filing foreign judgments rule 60(b)
counterclaim. pdf
1222K
as
Reply

I

all

I Forvvard I

I Delete I Show

lUI

Tue, Oct 25, 2011 at 1:21 PM

Ii Telford
r~n

(1)

<hollitelford@gmail.com>
To: dskidmore@co.oneida.id.us
Reply

I

to all

I

I

I Dalele I Show

please file my response to the court's October 19, 2011 order served
on me on October 22,2011

https://mail.google.com/mail/h/gga6w2Iaavkj/?&v=c&s=s&th= 1334bed3945be383[10/28/2011 2: 01 :20 PM]

Gmail - registration of foreign judgments

response to court·s October 19, 2011 order. ex. 1
tj pdf.pdf
312K
Reply

I Reply to ail I

I Print I Delete I Show

Wed, Oct 26,2011 at 11 :15 AM

Telford
<hollitelford@gmail.com>
To: dskidmore@co.oneida.id.us
Reply

I Reply to all I Forward I Print I Delete I Show original

First Rule 60(b)(4) motion to decree Idaho Supreme Court civil
contempt judgment void

Rule 60(b)(4) judgment decree Utah Supreme Court
contempt judgment void. 3.pdf
3223K
as
Reply

I

to all

I Forward I Print I Dele!e I Show original

Wed, Oct 26, 2011 at 4:01 PM

<hollitelford@gmail.com>
To: dskidmore@co.oneida.id.us
Reply

I

all

I Fon",ara I Print I

I Show

find attached attack on Idaho federal contempt judgment

Rule 60(b)(4) motion decree Idaho federal judgment
tj void.2.pdf
2738K
as
Reply

I Rep!y to

all

I Forvvard I Print I Delete I Show original

Wed, Oct 26, 2011 at 5:35 PM

<hollitelford@gmail.com>
To: dskidmore@co.oneida.id.us
Reply

I Reply to all I FON/ara I Print I Delete I Show original

Diane I forget to attach exhibit 7 to the Rule 60(b)(4) motion to vacate
the Idaho federal contempt judgment; The pleading emailed to you just
above this email.

~)

ex. 7.pdf

w 643K
Reply

I Reply to

as
all

I Fon",ard I

I Show

original

https://mail.google.com/mail/h/gga6w2Iaavkj/?&v=c&s=s&th=1334bed3945be383[10/28/2011 2:01:20 PM]

Gmail - registration of foreign judgments

Wed, Oct 26,2011 at 11 :11 PM

HoUi
<hollitelford@gmail.com>
To: dSkidmore@co.oneida.id.us
Reply

I Reply

(0

ail

I Forward I Print I

I

original

find attack on NAR attorneys fees judgment attached

Rule 60(b)(4) motion to vacate NAR attorneys fees
~ judgment.pdf

2755K
Reply

as

I Reply to all I Forward I Print I Delete I Show onginal

Wed, Oct 26,2011 at 11 :16 PM

<hollitelford@gmail.com>
To: dskidmore@co.oneida.id.us
Reply

I Reply to all I Forward I Pnnt I Delete I Show

My counterclaim was faxed in 10-22-11. Here's the electronic copy.

Counterclaim Rile 60(b) Independent action vexatious litigant case. pdf
78K
Reply

I Reply

[0

all

I

orlgina!

Fri, Oct 28, 2011 at 12:06 PM

<hollitelford@gmail.com>
To: hOllietelford@hotmail.com, elhamnielsen@gmail.com,
eagerbeaver12@ymail.com
Reply

I

to ali

I Forward I Print I

I Show

Affidavit submitted-filing foreign judgments.pdf
1578K
as
Quick Reply
To: hollietelford@hotmail.com,
elhamnielsen@gmail.com,
eagerbeaver12@ymail.com

https://mail.google.com/mailjh/gga6w2Iaavkj/?&v=c&s=s&th= 1334bed394Sbe383[ 10/28/2011 2:01: 20 PM]

Mllte Reply Option.

Gmail - registration of foreign judgments

[2] Include quoted text with reply

Selld

'--___.....JIG

1 of 70

Get new mail notifications. Download the Gmail Notifier. Learn more

are

7641

This account is open in 1 other location at this IP (216.180.185.242). Last account activity: 54 minutes
ago. Details

Gmail view: standard I basic HTML Learn more
©2011 Google - Terms -

Polley - GrnaH

https://mail.google.com/mailjh/gga6w2Iaavkjj?&v=c&s=s&th=1334bed3945be383[10/28/2011 2:01:20 PM]

- Goog1e Horne

Gmail - (no subject)

Holli Telford <hollitelford@gmail.com>

(no subject)
1 message

Holli Telford <hollitelford@gmail.com>

Tue, Oct 18,2011 at 7:12 PM

To: dskidmore@co.oneida.id.us
Find attached my verification for the Writ application I filed before judge Nye
~)

verification on writ petition before Judge Nye.pdf

D

52K

https://mail.google.com/mail/?ui=2&ik=f8cf4 2d58a&view= pt&search = sent&th = 13319f3c3494d4f4[ 10/28/20 11 8: 04: 59 PM]

Gmail

(no subject)

Holli Telford <hollitelford@gmail.com>

(no subject)
1 message

Holli Telford <hollitelford@gmail.com>

Thu, Oct 20, 2011 at 1 :01 PM

To: hollilundahl@gmail.com

2 attachments
2.pdf
4426K
~) 1.pdf
D 125K

https://mail.google.com/mailj?ui=2&ik=f8cf4 2d58a&view= pt&search=sent&th= 13322ec3743eaaff[ 10/28/20 11 7: 58: 58 PM]

Gmail - (no subject)

Holli Telford <hollitelford@gmail.com>

(no subject)
1 message
Holli Telford <hollitelford@gmail.com>
To: dskidmore@co.oneida.id.us

Fri, Oct 28, 2011 at 3:11 PM

Diane, I couldnt get a picture of this last snapshot showing this motion so I am resending it to you.
~)

Rule 60(b)(4) attack on 9th circuit order.pdf

o 706K

https://mail.google.com/mailj?ui=2&ik=f8cf42d58a&view=pt&search=sent&th=1334c96d9fO096fO[10/28/2011 7:53:23 PM]

Gmail - (no subject)

Holli Telford

<hol~itelford@gmail.com>

(no subject)
1 message

Holli Telford <hollitelford@gmail.com>
To: dskidmore@co.oneida.id.us

Tue, Oct 18,2011 at 7:12 PM

Find attached my verification for the Writ application I filed before judge Nye

'ff'I verification on writ petition before Judge Nye.pdf
IC:I 52K

Il

Lt h

https://mail.google.com/mail!?ui=2&ik=f8cf42d58a&view=pt&search=sent&th=13319f3.c3494d4f4[10/28/2011 8:04:59 PM]
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IN 'rHE

Dl:S~CT

COURT OF 'rUE Sl:X'1'H JODl:CUL Dl:S'.rRl:CT OF '!BE

STATE OF :IDAHO, :IN AND FOR THE cotJlft'Y OF ONBmA

** * ** *
STATE OF IDAHO,

}
)
)
)
}
)

Plaintiff,

vs.
HOLLI LUNDAHL TELFORD,
.Defendant.

CASE NO. CR-2011-719

)
)
)

--~-----------------------)

HONORABLE DAVID L. EVANS
Sixth District Magistrate Judge Presiding
For Plaintiff:

Dustin W. Smith
Oneida County Prosecutor
30 North 100 West
Malad City, 10 83252

For

Robert O. Eldredge
1347 East Clark
Pocatello, 10 83201

~fendant:

Following is the transcript of the PRELIMINARY HEARING held on
the 9th day of August, 2011.

Index 11:11 to 11:49

SHERIFF SEMRAD:

1

And, I can, and, I know

2

that's the e-mail she uses because she's e-mailed me before this all

3

took place, she's e-mailed with that same e-mail.
DUSTIN W.

4

S

7
8

9

SMITH:

person.
COURT:

As far as you know, she's got, she has a computer that,

obviously, that she's using to e-mail from?
SHERIFF SEMRAD:

11

COURT:

12

SHERIFF SEMRAD:

13

COURT:

14

SHERIFF SEMRAD:

IS

COURT:

17

these other e-mail addresses that

All come back to Holli, to the same, same

SHERI FF SEMRAD:

10

16

And,

purport to be someone else, all come back to Holli?

6

[

Her, her e-mail.

Yep!

And, you know where, where that's located?
It would have to be at her home.

Have you ever seen the computer?
No, I haven't.

Do you know Christiansen, and, how,

I'm trying to, how

does it, the Christiansen's IP address to get • • • ?
SHERIFF SEMRAD:

There are ways that you can, there's a system

18'

called Live Wire that you can go in and it will help you, basically,

19

abscond with

20

system, which means that you have your internet come into a router and

2]

then it sends a broadband signal out through your house that you oan

22

use any computer

23

plugged in.

24

where people can simply drive and sit on the side of the road and be

25

able to obtain that IP address and use that IP address for internet

26

purposes on a broadband.

Probable Oar Hatri.&

someone

else's

IP address.

in the house now,

There also

on

a

router

on the internet without be.ing

It is password protected, but,

we've had other cases

There are ways of doing that and she's,

11

1

obviously, been able to do that.

2

mails, and I don't have the dates in front of me, from her, as usual

3

cussing me out and that, but, and then right after those e-mails, I

4

received a call from her, after being down there at her house and

S

talking to her, then when I got back to the office, within a half

6

hour,

7

time frame for all the e-mails and everything else was pretty much

8

within a day or so, and then she called and •
within a day, within a day or so?

10

SHERIFF SEMRAD: Uh, huh.

11

COURT:

12

Yah.

So, could she have used it, kind of as from some other

locale or . . . ?
SHERIFF SEMRAD:

13

r

I received a phone call from her from her residence, and the

COURT:

9

Now, I can say that I received e-

Well, she doesn't have any other locations.

14

We've checked everything and the IP address is a Malad IP address, as

15

well.

16

that.

17

address in and search it.

18

Malad.

19

or somewhere else, it's got to be used here.

20

The first six (6) numbers on the, .on the IP address are ATC numbers.

21

An IP address from somewhere else will be a different first six

22

numbers.

23

It's not one that is from anywhere else.

I checked with ATC on

They gave me a website that I could go to and put the IP
And, a map comes up and points directly in

So it's not an IP address that she can be using down in Utah
It's unique to Malad.

.

(6)

It's a total of twelve (12) numbers.

COURT:

So, you've received, you've received e-mails from her

24

that you know have come from her and they have come from her IP

25

address?

26

SHERIFF SEMRAD:

Yes.

12

SHERIFF SEHRAD:

e-~ils

These are the

that were actually sent

2

to me by Ma=lene and, ah, Marti.

3

that I

4

eight

5

(3), zero (0), that comes back, actually belonging to Billy and Susie

6

Christiansen, at that address, and then it shows, that's Ho1li again.

just =ead off to you,
(8),

zero

(0),

7

COURT:

8

SHERIFF SEMRAD:

9

(Ii,

one

This is the IP address, the same one
two

(2),

seven

(7),

one

(I),

eight

six
(8),

(6),

one

(I),

(2), three

two

Is there any way to get a, like a billing address?

somebody else's,

Well,

which we

are

she's getting it free if she' s
investigating

that,

as well.

u~ng

But,

10

here's the e-mail of Ruth M., Ruth M. Telford, 'a gmail.

11

It's the same two (2), one (1), six (6), one (I), eight (8), zero (0),

12

one

13

address and . . .

14

DUSTIN W.

15

(1), seven (7), eight (8), two (2), three (3), zero (0), same IP

And,

SMITH:

Marlene Telford told you what about

whether or not she sent that?
SHERIFF SEMRAD:

16

She said,

"No. "

She did not sent it.

17

said, "I know I have an e-mail address somewhere,"

18

don't know how to get on it and use it.

19

a

20

Holli's and these others.

21

the

22

looking at are all under the same one-as, Holli.

same,

a

COURT:

different

Okay.

SHERI FF SEMRAD:
today.

And, then that same one has

same IP address,

again,

as

And, ah, and she's go another e-mail under

IP address

And,

here,

but the one's that we are

then your report,

is there anything in
?

Everything's there that I've testified to

Everything that I've testified to is in the report.

Probll bit Cau,,~ Hearing

She

but she said, "I

there that, that we need, that I need to look at that , .

25
26

#I

secondary of ruth.m. telford@gmail.com,

23
24

It's enabled.

15

CLE!Ut' S

~I'ICATE

I, REGINA COBORN, Deputy Clerk of the District Court of Sixth
Judicial District of the State of Idaho,

in and for the County of

Oneida, DO HEREBY CERTIFY that I taped the evidence and proceedings
adduced in the above and foregoing cause, which was heard on the 9tb
day of August, 2011, before the HONORABLE DAVID L. EVANS, Magistrate
Judge,

and

that

thereafter,

DIANE

SKIDMORE,

Deputy Clerk of

the

District Court of the Sixth Judicial District of the State of Idaho,
in

and

for

the' County

of

Oneida,

transcribed

said

tape

into

typewriting, and that the within and foregoing constitutes and is a
full,

true and correct copy of the transcript of said evidence and

proceedings, said transcript consisting of nineteen (19) pages.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and seal this

'2D~

Cth

REGI
COBORN, Deputy Clerk
Sixth Judicial District Court

D~I~~utY

Clerk
Sixth Judicial District Court
Q1d

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this ___-~I day of
2011.

MATTHBWeL. COLTON,
Clerk of the District Court

Gmail - (no subject)

https:llmail.google.com/maill?ui=2&ik=bd50a5bf27&view=pt&q=sh ...

holli lundahl <hollilundahl@gmail.com>

(no subject)
1 message
holli lundahl <hollilundahl@gmail.com>
To: sheriff@atcnet.net

Sat, Jun 19, 2010 at 9:35 AM

Sherriff Simrad:
I have just been apprised that you contacted my bank and procured them to close down my account. YOu will now be named in the suit that I will be filing
against Oneida County officials as will the bank.

1 of 1

5/17/20137:31 AM

(no subject) - hollilundahl@gmail.com - Gmail

El I ~ I 9 I i I I

Gmail ·

Move to Inbox

I~ 1

More "

I rn @J

~ MGReverSB.Com - Are You Age 61 Or Older? - How Does Reverse Mortgag

lnbox (183)
Starred
Important

(no subject)

l§I~

Jeff Semrad

holli lundahl <ll0lliiundalll

[]

6/1 9/10

*"

I· 1

h) sheriff '..

slleriff@atcneLnet

:t£ LJ

Sherriff Simrad:
Staci Armstrong

2082367208
2087662202
20 87662990

,

~

Ads - Why th.et'e i:'lrts?

~ AAGReverse.com

Are You Age 61 Or
Older?
._'<'~~" "";..;r"

r·.·r,~ How Does Reverse
Mortgage Work?

i<,_."
Larrow. DeAnn e ~ MGReverse.com - Ar(; You Age 61 Or Older?

How Does Reverse Mortgage Work? Get Free
Reverse Mortgage Handbooks From Senator
Fred Thompson.
Ads - Why ihis ad?

13% lull
Using 1.3 GB of your
10.1 G8

T

ShOW detai1S

I have just been apprised that you contacted my bank
and procured them to close down my account. YOu
will now be named in the suit tha t I will be filing
against Oneida County officials as will the bank.

" HoJJi Telford
Marti Telford

visitor1818

Why this ad?

©2013 Google - IlillM
~

Last account activity: 0
minutes ago
Currently being
used in 1 other

location ll.Wailli

https://mail.google.com/mallf?shva =1#search/sheriff%40atcnet.net/ 12950d9a7fb59b83[5/17/2013 7:37:15 AM)

~At

i=rRPf

RAVAr~p.

MIME-Version: 1.0
Received: by 10.220.179.7 with HTTP; Sat, 19 Jun 2010 08:35:28 0700 (PDT)
Date: Sat, 19 Jun 2010 09:35:28 -0600
Delivered-To: hollilundahl@gmail.com
Message-ID: <AANLkTik9wKKQmgPqbg F8Ix-dOfZY8MFwpXpi08hOfec@mail.gmail.com>
Subject:
~
From: holli lundahl <hollilundahl@gmail.com>
To: sheriff@atcnet.net
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary=0015174c1d743394e7048963d2b5
--0015174c1d743394e7048963d2b5
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=ISO-8859-1
Sherriff Simrad:
I have just been apprised that you contacted my bank and procured them to
close down my account.
YOu will now be named in the suit that I will be
filing against Oneida County officials as will the bank.
--0015174c1d743394e7048963d2b5
Content-Type: text/html; charset=ISO-8859-1
Content-Transfer-Encoding: quoted-printable
<div>Sherriff Simrad:</div>
<div>=AO</div>
<div>I have just been apprised that you contacted my bank and procured them=
to close down my account.=AO YOu will now be named in the suit that I will=
be filing against Oneida County officials as will the bank.</div>
--0015174c1d743394e7048963d2b5--

https:llmail.google.com/mail/?ui=2&ik=bd50a5bf27 &view=om&th= 12950d9a7tb59b83[ 5/17/2013 7 :47 :27 AM 1

1

!

o.

.-age

16503964448 From: Sarah Kate Mullins

2011-08-02 09:37:35 PDT

L OJ t.t

Google Inc

1600 Amphitheatre Parkway
Mountain View, .Calirornia 94043

Google"

Tel: 650.253.3425
Fa!':: 650.249.3429
www.google.com

July 27, 2011

Via Facsimile Only
(208)766-2202
Prosecuting Attorney Dustin W. Smith
Oneida County Prosecutor Attorney's Office
30 North 100 West
Malad City, ill 83252

Re: Subpoena dated 07-14-2011 (Internal Ref. No. 63115-14(325)
Dear Prosecuting Attorney Smith:
Pursuant to the Subpoena issued in the above-referenced matter, we have conducted a
diligent search tor documents and information accessible on Google's systems that are responsive
to your request. Our response is made in accordance with state and federal law, including the
Electronic Communications Privacy Act. See 18 U.S.c. § 2701 et seq.

x

We understand that YOll have requested customer information regarding the user accOlmt
specified in the Subpoena, which includes the following: Subscriber information for the Gmail
account, HOLLlLUNDAHL@GMAIL.COM. After a diligent search and reasonable inquiry, we have
found no IP log information for the dates as requested in the Subpoena.
To the extent any document provided herein contains information exceeding the scope of
your request, protected from disclosure or otherwise not subject to production, if at aU, we have
redacted such information or removed such data fields.
Finally, in accordance with Section 2706 of the Electronic Communications Privacy Act,
Google requests reimbursement in the amount of $25 for reasonable costs incurred in processing
your request. Please forward your payment to Google Custodian of Records, at the address above
and please write the Internal Reference Number (63115-146325) on your check. The federal tax
ill number for Google is 77-0493581.
Very truly yours,

Kenneth

~~\tH1a
...

Google Legal Investigations Support

I
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( fILE:O
. BAN.i'iOCK COUNTY
CLERf{ OF THE COURT
lOl2 ~UG 30 PM 3: 14
IN THE OISTRICT COURT OF¥FIEiiliifit01I.mlCIALDISTRJCT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO. IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BANNOCK
)
)

IN RE: ASSIGNMENT OF
ADMINlSTRAlIVE DISTRICT JUDGE
& PRESIDING JUDGE FOR ONEIDA
COUNTY AND POWER COUNTY

)
)

Administrative Order 12- J-

)
)
)

)
)
)

Effective September I, 2012, the Honorable Stephen S. Dunn shan serve as the
Administrative District Judge for. the Sixth Judicial District. Under JAR 42(a)~ Judge

Dunn has been duly el.ected by unanimous vote of the district judges within the district.
Under lAR 42(b), Judge Dunn shall serve for a term of three years, subject to reelection.
The District Judges, consistent with the desire of the Idaho Supreme Court, intend to have
Judge Dunn serve for a total of four years. To effectuate this fourth year~ a reelection
vote will be held shortly before August 31 2015.
j

The Honorable Stephen S. Dunn has been serving as the presiding judge in Power
County. Until furtb.er order or until August 31. 2015, whichever occurs first, Judge Dunn
shall remain as the presidingjudge over Power County.
Case No.: CV~2010~0004247-0C
IAR 27(h)(2) ORDER

Page 1

05/02/2013

10:14

13

ONEIDA COUNTY COURT

PAGE

The Honorable Robert C. Naftz has been serving as the presiding judge in Oneida

COllnty. Until further order or until August 31,2015, whichever occurs first, Judge Naftz
shall remain as the presidlngjudge over Oneida County.
DATED; Augu$t 29. 2012

~e §~
...

. Distri.ct Judge

cc:

All District Judges in the Sixth Di'strict
All Magistrate Judges in the Sixth District
Patti Tobias~ Administrative Director of the Courts.
Suzanne H. Johnson, Trial Court Administrator

Case No.: CV-20IO-0004247·0C
lAR 27(11)(2) ORDER
Page 2

02/02
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1N1lIE

SUPREME COURT
Of1llE

STATE OF IDAHO
TIlE MATIER OF TIlE ORDER RE: HOW WNDAHI..

LUNDAlll. TELFORD,

1-9PI-.I,f r-

*

Distrid CIIIU1 tlfllle Sixti J ___ Distrid
III __I_ *~ tlfOtN:ill&.

-t* .... -t

LaWJ'aIU G. Wasdea
Attorwy GeHraJ
PO Bos: 83728
Boise, ID 83'710-0018

AItomql'"

R~

FILED-COPY

I

JAN 2 5 2012

&..-CWI

I

CaIId ......
___

Es8ed(llAJSbJ

IN THE SUPREME COURT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO

STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff-Respondent,

v.
HOLLI LUNDAHL TELFORD,
Defendant-Appellant.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

SUPREME COURT NO. 39497

Appeal from the Sixth Judicial District, Oneida County, Idaho

HONORABLE DAVID C. NYE, presiding,

Holli Lundahl Telford, Pro Se, 10621 S. Old Hwy 191, Malad, Idaho 83252

Honorable Lawrence G. Wasden, Attorney General, PO Box 83720, Boise, Idaho 83720-0010
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OCT 1 1 2011
....

-'1

-- ' I

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF TIIE SlXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF mE
STATE OF IDAHO,IN AND FOR TIlE COUNTY OF ONEIDA

Supreme Court No?f<j~/
ORDERRE:

HOLLILUNDAHLTELfORD

)
)

2011-~

)

ADMINISTRATIVE ORDER
DECLARING.VEXATIOUS
LmGANT

)
)

Idaho Court Administrative Rules, Rule S9 states that an Administrative Judge may enter

a prefiling order prohibiting a vexatious litigant from filing any new litigation in the courts of
Idaho pro .se without :first obtaining leave of ajudge of tile court wheJe the litigation is proposed
to be filed. A prerequisite to such an order is that a district or magistrate judge must refer the

consideration of whether to enter sucb an order to the administrative judge or the person being
considered must be a party to an action before the administrative judge. HoUi Lundahl Telford is
not a party in any action before the undersigned adminisrrative judge. However, this court has
received references from other district judges and magistrate judges' regarding Ms. LundahJ
Telford. Therefore, this administrative judge has addressed the consideration of whether to enter
a Vexatiou& Litigant Order.

, These would include Districe

J~dges

Naftz, Ounn, and arown, and Ma9istrata

Judges Laggis and Evans.

FILED· ORIGINAL

ADMINISTRATIVE ORDER

JAN - 4

Page 1

3

20l

Supreme Ci.ltJIL-Courf~
Entered on ATS by r

01/04/2B12

89:88

13

ONEIDA COUNTY COURT
i'~

PAGE

FINDINGS
IAR 59(d) states that an administrative judge may find a person to be a vexatious litigant
based on anyone of four findings, Ms. Lundahl Telford falls under

an four of the stated

findings. However. only two will be discussed here. Fust, IAR 59(d)(4) states that a person may
be declared. a vexatious litigant in Idaho if that person "has previously been declared to be a

vexatious litigant by any state or federal court of record in any action or proceeding." Ms.
Lundahl Telford hus been declared a vexatious litigant in Utah, Texas, the Federal Ninth Circuit
Court of Appeals, the Federal District Court ofIdabo. the Federal District Court of Montana, and
the United States Supreme Court.2 Second.1AR 59(d)(1) states that a person may be declared a
vexatious litigant in Idaho if in "the immediately preceding seven-year period the person bas
commenced, prosecuted or maintained pro se at least three litigations•... that have been finally
detcnnined adversely to that person.'" A review of files in the Sixth judicial District for the State
ofIdaho shows that Ms. Lundahl Telford in the immediately preceding seven-year period has
commenced, prosecuted or maintained. pro se at least 3 litigations that have been finally
determined adversely to her.l
CONCLUSION
This Court finds that there is a basis to conclude that HoUi LundahJ Telford is a vexatious
litigant and that a prefiHng order should be issued. Pursuant to IAR 59(4) the proposed order is
set forth below. Ms. Lundahl Telford shall have 14 days to file a written response to the
See, Lundahl v. Hawk!ns, Slip Copy, 2009 WL 2461220 (W.O.T@x. 2009) (attached
hereto); LundBbl v. N8r Ine., 434 F.Supp.2d 85S (D.ldaho 2006) (attached

2

hereto) ,
3

See, Lundahl v. K!rkpatrlcks Auto World, Franklin County Case NO. CV-2011-

0000189, Judgment of Oismi~8al filed 8/25/2011; Lundahl v. Hubbard, Oneida

County Case No. CV-2011-0000044, Judgm@nt of Dismissal fi1ed G/2/2011;
Telford v. Evan~~ Onciaa County Ca~o No. CV-2006-00QQ004. 01sm1s$ed with
prejudice on 12101/2006.

ADMINISTRATIVE ORDER
l:lage 2

1

B2/83

01/04/2812

09:08

13
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proposed order and the findings set forth above. If no timely response ill filed the proposed
prtfiling order will be issued. If Ms. Telford desires to file a written response to this proposed
order and findings, she may file the written response in Oneida County in the District Court. I r a
\\Titten response is timely filed, the Court shall detennine if a bearing is necessary.
PROPOSED PREFILING ORDER
Holli Lundahl Telford is hereby declared to be a vexatious litigant pursuant to lAR 59.
Thls declaration is based upon the Findings set forth above. Holli Lundahl Telford is precluded
ii'om filing any new litigation in the courts of Idaho pro .se without first obtaining leave of a
judge of a court where the litigation is proposed to be filed. Disobedience of this prefiIing order
shall be 'Punished as a contempt of court and any action filed by Ms. Telford withollt prior leave
of Court may be dismissed by the Court.

DATED October 11,2011

~~~
Davl . e
Administrative District Judge
CC:

Holli Lundahl Telford
Patricia Tobias. Administrative Director of the Courts
Alljudg~s of the Sixth Judicial District
Clerks of the Sixth Judicial DistriCl
Sheriffs of the Sixth Judicial .District
Deputy Clerks of the Sixtb Judicial District

ADMINISTRATIVE ORDER
Page .3

03/03

StS!! 01 ~dall'
} $$
County Of OneIda

I ~lIreby CIf1IIY 1M! 1ht toregolnQ Is al!J!l. tlVllIIi
W"" t"OY of tile Ol'Iqlnalin \tI.t iIlIO¥t.ntilI!d
i0a~t',

W"e,ss my hand and affix tho 56al of said court.
tills
1;>1..
day ot ()q... ??~.

d

CiOlt of TIlt DlslrIct COlid

If

G.:e;~.

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ONEIDA

ORDER RE: HOLLI LUNDAHL TELFORD

)
)

Adm. Order No. 2011-3(b)

)

DECLA.RAnON TRAT BOLLI
LUNDAHLTELFORDISA
VEXA nous LITIGATE

)
)

S~lnreme

Court Nc.39:.ftj 1

Holli Lundahl Telford is hereby declared to be a vexatious litigant pursuant to IAR 59.
This declaration is based upon the Findings set forth in this Court's Administrative Order No.
2011-103. HoUi Lundahl Telford is precluded from filing any new litigation in the courts of
Idaho pro se without first obtaining leave of a judge of a court where the litigation is proposed to
be filed. Disobedience of this prefiling order shall be punished as a contempt of court and any
action filed by Ms. Telford without prior leave of Court may be dismissed by the Court

DATED October 27, 2011

--~~p:---~
DavidC. Nye
Administrative District Judge

FILED· ORIGINAL
ADMINISTRATIVE ORDER
Page 1

I

cc:

Holli Lundahl Telford
Patricia Tobias, Administrative Director of the Courts
All judges of the Sixth Judicial District
Clerks of the Sixth Judicial District
Sheriffs of the Sixth Judicial District
Deputy Clerks of the Sixth Judicial District

ADMINISTRATIVE ORDER
Page 2
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Filed
HOLL! TELFORD LUNDAHL
10621 S. OLD HWY 191
MALAD, IDAHO 83252
208-766-5800

AT

SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT FOR THE STATE OF IDAHO
COUNTY OF OENIDA
ADMlNISRATIVE ACTION
Case No. 2011- 3

THIRD NOTICE OF APPEAL

STATE OF IDAHO
ADJNYE
Plaintiff
vs.
HOLL! TELFORD LUNDAHL
Defendant

Defendant has filed two prior notices of appeal in this administrafive
action declaring Defendant a vexatious litigant. On December 10,2011, Defendant
spoke with ADJ Nye's secretary Amy about the status of her appeals in this action.
Nye's secretary Amy on a recorded phone call stated that she would email
Defendant copies of the administrative orders entered in this case and any docket
record for Defendant's appeal. AMY further admitted in this recorded phone call
that Judge Nye had received Defendant's handwritten appeal from Bannock County
jail dated November 23,2011 and a subsequent typed appeal but had not yet
processed these appeals. AMY promised Defendant that she would expedite the
process. To date, Defendant has not received confirmation that her prior notices of

g

I

FLED • ORIGI~iAL

!

DEC 222011

'

O..

~'.MA ('~, "

('nil"

"r.;AilAalll_1

~!1

I;!.

:I

appeals have been docketed, has not received an administrative record for process of
an appeal, and has not received the orders requested.
Accordingly, Defendant files this TIDRD Notice of Appeal AND
DEMAND TO EXPEDITE HER APPEALS; less Defendant appear before the
Supreme Court with mandamus petition directing Judge Nye expedite her appeals
and seeking disciplinary action against judge Nye. If that fails, Defendant's next
stop will be before Idaho's congressional judiciary committees and the judicial

X .'

comnllSSlOn.
Dated:

December 14,2011

l ftUJ e

Certificate of Service
The foregoing document was both hand filed and fax filed to the following
party:

Hon. Robert C. Naftz
624 E. Center, Room 220
Pocatello, ID 83201
Telephone: (208) 236-7252
Facsimile: (208) 236-7290
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ONEIDA

*******
)
)
)
)
)
)

STATE OF IDAHO
PlaintiffIRespondent,

)
)

vs.

DISTRICT COURT
ADMINISTRATlVE
CASE NO.2011-3(b)
CLERK'S CERTIFICATE
OF APPEAL

)

HOLLI LUNDAHL TELFORD

)

)

Defendants! Appellant.

SUPREME COURT No.

31L/CJ1

)

)

Appeal from: Sixth Judicial District Oneida County, Administrative Judge DAVID C. NYE
Case Number from Court: Administrative Case No. 2011-44
Order or Judgment appealed from: DECLARATION THAT HOLLI LUNDAHL TELFORD IS
A VEXATIOUS LITIGANT declaring Defendant a vexatious litigant, filed October 27.2011.
Attorney for Defendant-Appellant: P~r!...!:o~s!.!::.e _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Attorney for Respondents: Blake G. Hall for Dixie Hubbard. Diane Pett, Oneida County
Carl E. Olsson for Tom Katsilometes
Appealed by: Plaintiff, Holli Lundahl Telford
Appealed against:

.:::;S.=tat=e:..::o~f~Idah=o::<..-..

Notice of Apperu rued:

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

~D~ec~em~ber~1~6~,2~O~1~1

____________________________

Amended Notice of Appeal filed: ___________________________
Notice of Cross-Appeal rued: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF APPEAL· I
Administrative Order Case No. 2011..J(b)

/0

J

\-,.,

f

Amended Notice of Cross-Appeal flied: _____________________
Appellate fee paid: $101.00 District Court filing fee has not been paid.
Clerk's Record estimated fee paid: No ($100.00 pursuant to Appellant Rules)
Respondent/Cross/Appellant fee paid: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Respondent or Cross-Respondent's Request for additional record filed: _ _ _ _ _ __
Transcript filed:

±..:N~o:.--

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Was District Court Reporter's Transcript requested?

Name of Reporter:

~w~a~

±..:N~o:.--_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

____________________________

DATED this 19th day of December, 2011.
MATTHEW L. COLTON
Clerk of the District Court

CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF APPEAL-2
Admlnistrativr Order Case No.21111-J(b)
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FItst IItrMrIaHI rItI. CDmpiury ofIdlho, Inc
663 E Franklin, Ste 120

First American

Meridian, 10 B3612
Pho - (200)37S-0455
fax - (200)323-901 S

fileNo.:

792440 (JO)

Buyer and Seller herein affirm and agree that Rrst American Title Company of Idaho, loc., its employees, agents,
or 3""i9"" have not made <!Iny warranties as ID the accuracy of these tax figures. Further, Buyer and seUer agree
that shOlJld the actual tax, as shown on the tax statement forwarded by the Assessor(freasurer's Office during
the year of the sale differ from the figure represented on the attached closing statement. the following will occur:

1.

In the event Buyer has received excess credIt based on the "estimated tax·, Buyer agrees to reimburse
Seller; or

2.

In the event Buyer has not received suffident credit based
reimburse Buyer.

3.

Payment of the pro-rated portion, due, if anYI shall be made by the respective party (directly to the
party) within thirty (30) days after notification of the actual tax assessed.

4.

PAYMENT OF ANY SUBSEQUENT TAX STATEMENTS WHrOi MAY BE RECEIVED AFTER DATE OF
CLOSING ON THIS TRANSACTION WIll. BE HANDLED DIRECTLY BETWEEN TliE RESPECTIVE PARTIES,
AND FIRST AMERICAN TITLE COMPANY OF IDAHO, INC. DOES NOT ASSUME ANY UABILlTY DR
RESPONSIBIlITY IN CONNECTION THEREWITH.

on the "estimated tax", Seller agrees to

Further, Buyer and Seller herein agrees to hold First American Title Company of Idaho, Inc. harmless from any
'loss, liability, or responsibility in the event the estimated tax figures are based on a Homeowner's Tax Exemptioll,
which mayor may not apply for the year in which the sale occurs. It is agreed that it shall be the buyer's
responsibility to investigate the status of the Homeowner's Tax Exemption as It may apPly to the property being
purchased.

Dated:

3 fS day of ~"7,'I'--'wd=~
___---" 20 Df

''-'

'~
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First American Investment, llC
,;."

Leading Co",mercial Specialist
erv,ng e tate 0 rtZ01Ul

'.' . "

. '.

,;. . "

.

3100 I..u.e.,idc \'ill.~gc Drhe, :201 - Prrscott, Arilona8('30J
928 ·5,1 1·):;;7 • fu 928·541- 1561

C<!lIlor IntorrnaUDD

L

L

L
L
L
L
L,
L'

L
L
L
L
L
L
L
L
L
L
L
L
L
L
L
L
L

928-Ml-1551

Home

First American
Investment, llC
has been serving
clients in the

AhoutUs
ProperUes
Ash Fork
Bullhead City
Chino Valley
Cottonwood
Dewey/Cordes
Junction
Flagstaff
Fort Mohave
Golden Valleyl
Dolan Springs
Holbrook
Kingman
Lake Havasu
Laughlin
Mohaye Valley
Needles
Payson
Prescott
Prescott Valley
Sedona
Taylor

ConraClUs
Personal
Financial
Application

Elio Khalife,
Designated
Broker
Some of the national and state retail clients that First American
Investment, llC has worked with include:
Big 5
Fashion Bug
McDonald's
Corporation
Rebel Oil
Safeway. Inc.
Chicago Title
Wells Fargo
Bank of America
Sonic Burger
ARCOAM/PM
Pizza Hut
Desert Hills Bank

Smith's Food & Drug
(Kroger)
K-Mart
In-n-Out Burger
Chase
The Macerich Company
ManPower
Compass Bank
First American Title
Deloitte & Touche
Checker Auto Parts
Del Taco
Mohave State Bank

. .'
ti)
-

We are constantly updating our list of properties. Please call us to see
what is currently available,
.. . .- ..

".

L

,

" eQUAL HOUSING

OPP{)RiUNfTY

L
L

US Postal Service
H&R Block
First Arizona Savings
Mohave Credit Union
Rent-A-Center
Check'n' Go
National Bank of
Arizona
Panda Express
Domino's
Subway
Taco Bell
Arizona Credit Union

C 2008 Firs t American InIIestment

L
L

L
L
l
L
l l of 2
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M.H. TELFORD
MARTI TELFORD
#168

68 West 100 North
Malad City, Idaho 83252

IN THE 6TH JUDICiAl DISTRICT COURT,

STATE OF IDAHO

IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ONEIDA
H. M. TELFORD

CASE NO. CV 2005-139

MARTI TELFORD
DECLARATION OF JEFF BARNES

Plaintiffs

In Support of:

va
LADD BROWN, BARRY BROWN
AS AGENT FOR LAnD BROWN.

PAUL C. HESS. PERSONALLY AND

AS VICE PRESIDENT OF BEEHIVE
CREDIT UNION. BEEHIVE
CREDIT UNION. AMBER AlLEN
OOES 1 THROUGH 10, INCLUSIVE

THE VERIFIED
FIRST AMENDED COMPLAINT
OF PLAINTIFFS AND ANY MOVING
PAPERS RE FIRST AMERICAN
TITLE COMPANY'S KNOWLEGE
OF THE TRANSACTION

Defendants.
State of Utah)

ss:
County of Utah)

,
I

!

I, Jeff Barnes, sworn and under oath dectare as follows:
1.

I have personal knowledge of the facts set forth herein. I competently

testify to the following facts and if called as 8 witness would so testify:

2.

I

I am an escrow officer for Fil'8t American Title Insurance Company. the

Company contracted to Issue the title policy with respect to the sate of the real property

I
I

subject of this action.

II
r

I

12/3B/2E1E15

i~~ 4:05t-P&~0~~T Document ~ : (:Ji/03/06 Page 2 of 12

3.

PAGE

Et8

Barry Brown and Ladd Brown orally ...p ....nt8d to me .nd othera

preeent in the reception ..... of First American T.... IMurance'. omce In Ontm.
. Utah, to include Holli Telford .ka H.M. Telford. that Barry Brown had Ladd
Brown's full power of attomey to expec:tlta all papera conceming the .... of the

.ubJect real property to H.M. relford .
.t. It Ia • false stltament that the origlna' Rul Es.te Purcha..
Contract and Addendum purportlldly.~ on July 12, 2005 were .'gned in Firat
American rltle I.,.uranee's OfIIce in Orem. Utah.
S. On the contrary, I was first contaci8d by H.M. Telford by phone
from the state of Idaho and .... relford specifically . .ked me if R. ., Esta.

Contracts that were ......dy executed .nd initiatad out of s.te, could be brought
Into our otlce glven our otftce's clOSMt proximity to the subject property, and an
. .crow .ccount opened to administrate trust matters until title in the property was

tJ'anaferrM to the buyer H.M. Telford. I agreed that we could open such an MCrow

account.
6.

When I tlrst met H.M. Telford, Barry Brown and Ladd Brown In the

receptionotftce of Firat American TItle tnaurance located In Orena, Utah, the..

persoM hanct.d me

.'ready

executed Pure.....nd Addendum contracts.

Pursuant to .11 pal'tiM' request, I photocopied these .I....dy executed contracta, I

received a wired ca.hi.... check for $15,000 from Hoill Telford, and 'accepted the
Browns oral repreaentations1hat Barry Brown would be acttng .. Ladd Brown's
power of attorney and handlng.1I maUBra concerning the ,..1 property.
I declare that the foregoing Ia true .nd correct under penalty of
perjury under the laws of ttl-. Unitlld Sta_ pursuant to 28 USC section 174&(2).
Execut.d this 12'" d.y of December, 2006.

~In~

Firat American Title

Notary

bllc

I
I

I

!
"I
I

I
!

38 Filed 02/03/06
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Craig W. Christensen
CRAIG W. CHRISTENSEN, CHAP.TBRED

414 South Garfield
P.O. Box 130
Pocatello, Idaho 83204-0130
Telephone:
(208) 234-9353
Fax:
(208) 234-9357
Idaho State Bar No. 2086
Utah State Bar No. 10355
E-mail: cwcc@ida.net
Attorneys For:

First American Title Insurance Company
IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE DISTRICT OF IDAHO

H. M. TELFORD,
Case No. CIV-05-460-E-MHW
Plaintiff,
-vsLADD BROWN, BARRY BROWN AS
AGENT FOR LADD BROWN, PAUL C. HESS
PERSONALLY AND AS VICE PRESIDENT
OF BEEHIVE CREDIT UNION, BEEHIVE
CREDIT UNION, AMBER ALLEN, FIRST
AMERICAN TITLE INSURANCE CO.
JEFF BARNES AND DOES 1-10,

NOTICE OF APPEARANCE
OF FIRST AMERICAN TITLE
INSURANCE COMPANY

Defendants.

PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that Craig W. Christensen of Craig W.
Christensen,

Chartered,

NOTICE OF APPEARJ\NCE OF
FIRST AMERICAN ,!'ITLE INSlJRANCE
COMPANY

hereby

enters his

appearance

for

Case 4:05-cv-00460-RCT

the

O.f.nd~nt,

Page 2 of 2

First Amerioan Tltle Inauranc. Company

abovQ reterencec
DATto :t'his

~n tn~

proce~di~;.

3~

day of re);)ruuy, 2:136.
eM 1:;

~.

CHR!STENStK, C.HA$.TEf\E:O

! hereby certify that; on rebruar:l 3, 2:j~6, ! .1.ec:t:rc.:-.;I.~~lly
f.:.led the ~o.re901nlJ witt>. the Ch.c'j( of tM Court ulI::.nC; :he CHI'S:::,
sYHe1t'. wh:'oh sent Ii NQt~.:e Gt s:.loctl:on:..e ::'Ui:",S 1:" t'"e fo11o",,[:'\~

persons:
Kt'S:".t. A.

Ki~9'.in$

.&J:,~~ :1J}m;rri l~.odcU'; .1.1, 'lilI.
•j.

~&v1!i

'/lut

~ isd;~i.Ju.:..iI.';".". com

m'I!'iall:3Cl;p~
Fl.~d,

r h$reb:r cer-:1ty c.hat I have na:. :.t'!d

rr.:,-:al Serv1::. th.e fo:eqoing
ReQi:t~rtd

~.rt~e1pA~ts;

Telford
66 W~a! l~) Mcrth
i. C. BOl( 169

H ,~;.

M~laQ

cicy, IO

af

a3~52

cf

1,1!~::elt
~llPlATW¢C1.
rI~T ~"~lC~ ~lILL t~J~~C.

=~'ANt

-:llFpr'
..

!.~ -:t\fa'!::c\ta:..f:=G\.~Ot.:

dOcl':JM~rlt

by ~J!".!cec:!. 2":bte6

to tne !o::'':'OW!:'li ncn-CM/f.Cf

1 of 2

4:05-cv-00460-RCT Document

Craig W. Christensen
CRAIG W. CHRISTENSEN, CHARTERED
414 South Garfield
P.O. Box 130
Pocatello, Idaho 83204-0130
Telephone:
(208) 234-9353
Fax:
(208) 234-9357
Idaho State Bar No. 2086
Utah State Bar No. 10355
E-mail: cwcc@ida.net
Attorneys For:

First American Title Insurance Company
IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE DISTRICT OF IDAHO

H. M. TELFORD,
Case No. CIV-05-460-E-MHW
Plaintiff,
-vsNOTICE OF APPEARANCE
ON BEHALF OF DEFENDANT,
JEFF BARNES

LADD BROWN, BARRY BROWN AS
AGENT FOR LADD BROWN, PAUL C. HESS
PERSONALLY AND AS VICE PRESIDENT
OF BEEHIVE CREDIT UNION, BEEHIVE
CREDIT UNION, AMBER ALLEN, FIRST
AMERICAN TITLE INSURANCE CO.
JEFF BARNES AND DOES 1-10,
Defendants.
PLEASE
Christensen,

TAKE NOTICE
Chartered,

that

Craig W.

hereby

Chr is tensen of Craig W.

enters his

on behalf of the Defendant, Jeff Barnes,

appearance

in the above referenced

proceeding.
DATED This

8~

day of March, 2006.
CRAIG W. CHRISTENSEN, CHARTERED
By

NOTICE OF APPEARANCE ON BEHALF
OF DEFENDANT, JEFF BARNES

for and

/s/ Craig W. Christensen
Attorneys for Jeff Barnes

03/08/06 Page 2 of 2

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that on March 8, 2006, I electronically filed
the foregoing with the Clerk of the Court using the CM/ECF system
which sent a Notice of Electronic Filing to the following persons:
Kent A. Higgins
J. Kevin West

And, I hereby certify that I have mailed by United States
Postal Service the foregoing document to the following non-CM/ECF
Registered Participants:
H. M. Telford
68 West 100 North
P. O. Box 168
Malad City, IO 83252
/s/ Craig W. Christensen

NOTICE OF APPEARANCE ON BEHALF
OF DEFENDANT, JEFF BARNES
fed ct\fatco\telford\ntc appr barnes

-2-
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Case 4:05-cv-00460-RCT Document 53 Filed 03/10/06 Page 1 of 7

Craig W. Christensen
CRAIG W. CHRISTENSEN I CHARTERED

414 South Garfield
P.O. Box 130
Pocatello, Idaho 83204-0130
Telephone: (208) 234 -9353
Fax:
(208) 234-9357
Idaho State Bar No. 2086
Utah State Bar No. 10355
.E-mail: cwcc@ida.net
Attorneys For:

First American Title Company of Idaho, Inc.
IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE DISTRICT OF IDAHO

H. M. TELFORD,
Case No. CIV-05-460-E-MHW
Plaintiff,

L

-vs-

l__
I~

'--''
1' ___

L,
L
L

L
L
L
L

LADD BROWN, BARRY BROWN AS
AGENT FOR LADD BROWN, PAUL C. HESS
PERSONALLY AND AS VICE PRESIDENT
OF BEEHIVE CREDIT UNION, BEEHIVE
CREDIT UNION, AMBER ALLEN, FIRST
AMERICAN TITLE INSURANCE CO.
JEFF BARNES AND DOES 1-10,

AFFIDAVIT OF MONINE COLE
IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO
DISMISS OF FIRST AMERICAN
TITLE INSURANCE CO.

Defendants.
STATE OF IDAHO
ss.
County of Ada

L

Monine Cole, being first duly sworn, deposes and says:

L
L

1.

L
L
L

L
L
L
L

L
L
L
L

I am the Vice President/Trust Officer of First American

Title Company of Idaho, Inc., which is an Idaho Corporation and
have personal knowledge of the facts set forth herein and make this
Affidavit for and on its behalf.
AFFIDAVIT OF MONJNE COLE IN SUPPORT

or

MOTION TO PJSM]SG OF FIRST
Tln,E 1NStJRANCE co.

AMF~RICAN

Case 4:05-cv-00460-RCT Document 53 Flied 03/10/06 Page 4 of 7

Of Clerk's Default dated January 25,

2006 filed in the above

referenced lawsuit.
15.

To the best of my knowledge First American Title Company

of Idaho, Inc. has never entered into a business transaction with
Plaintiff, H.M. Telford.
16.

The first time I became aware of any litigation being

filed by H.M. Telford against First American Title Insurance Co.,
the name of the party listed as a Defendant by H.M. Telford, was
when contacted by the offices of Craig W. Christensen, Chartered on
February 3, 2006.
17.

I

am not aware of any legal entity known as First

American Title

Insurance Co.

which

is the name of the party

Defendant as named in the Plaintiff's Verified Complaint and Demand
for Jury Trial.
18.

First American Title Company of Idaho, Inc. is an Idaho

Corporation, and is not a "resident of" the State of Utah.
19.

Defendant,

Jeff Barnes,

American Title Company of Idaho,

is not an employee of First
Inc.,

but to the best of my

knowledge is employed by a Utah title insurance corporation.
20.

Defendant, First American Title Company of Idaho, Inc.

has had no business dealings with the Plaintiff, H.M. Telford, nor
with the Defendants, Ladd Brown, Barry Brown, Paul C. Hess, or
Beehi ve Credit Union with regard to that certain real property

AFF'lDAVJT or MONINE COl.E IN SUPPORT
OF MO'l'JON TO DISMISS OF' nR!3'J'
AMER1CAN TlTLE INSURANCE COMPANY

bk ct/fatco/telford/aff cole.dismlss.03.09.06

-4-

Case 4:05-cv-00460-RCT Document 53 Filed 03110106 Page 6 of 7

MAR-09-2006 THU 08:01 AM

CWCHRISTENSEN CHTD

2082349357

P. 07

merged with first lUtlerican Adlnirli.strative Services, Inc.;
John W.

that

Weigand is the President, Quinn H. Stufflebeam 1s the

Secretary, and Dwain H. Stufflebeam 1s a Director.
25.

That a review of the records of the Secretary of State of

the State of Idaho reveals that there is no legal entity known as
first American Ti tla Insurance Co"

the name

or

the entity listed

as a party Defendant by the Plaintiff, in her Verified Complaint

and Demand For Jury Trial.

~ day

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN To before me this
2006.

of. March,

N~JeWJ}u.
Residing a t : '

My Commisaion

.......NIt ... " ....

.......... ..
~~

AFF1DAVIT OF MONINt COLE IN SUPPORT
or MOTION TO DISMISS OF FIRS1
~~!RICAN TITLE INSURANCE COMPANY
bk ct/tAtco/teltord/a!t eol •• di3mi~~.03.09.06

-6-
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Idaho

·Exp1$il£::"':;;;.M1
WUlMIOONI
......,
............ "

...-"'..

1

:~.
t
e urn

_ _ _ _ _ ,_ ... .- '- -"

C 46308

Due

0:

' -~ .' -----'--- ' -- '--~"'- "' --' ~- .--l-' --- -~ - '-

R~n'~l'~frp~?t 991J1, 2004

I

L_~~~~roo!?~~t_.~~d ~~e!,~!:~~\
MICHAEL K FERRIN
195 S BROADWAY

SECRETARY OF STATE

FIRST AMERICAN TITLE COMPANY OF IDA
D, H. STUFFLEBEAM
P. O. BOX 580

700 WEST JEFFERSON
PO BOX 83720
BOISE, 1083720-0080

.

BLACKFOOT, ID 83221
3. New RegIstered Agent Signature

BLACKFOOT, ID 83221
J

.,---,. -- _

4.

.. - - - -.---- -

.---L. _

_ _

_._ ___ _ __.._. __ _ ._ _ .__ _

___ ._ __ _

_ _ ._ __

__ __ .-.L... _ _

•_ ____ _

Corporations: Enter Names and Business Addresses of President, Secretary and Directors.
Name
Streeu>!.£.9:Jl. ddress
..9!Y
State

£IQ.

Office held

President
Secretary
Directors

Steve Jewett
Dwain H. Stufflebeam
Tom Hartman
Parker Kennedy
Dwain H. Stufflebeam

5. Organized Under the Laws of:

IDAHO

7311 Potomac Drive
P.O. Box 580
2101 4th Ave., St. 800
1 First American Way
P.O. Box 580

Boise
Idaho
Blackfoot Idaho
WA
Seattle
Santa Ana CA
Blackfoot Idaho

-T6"R~pi_
I - -;{t:,~.l;
,
~)'/
S'goature

83704
83221
98121
92701
83221

Date - Nov. 23.

2004

j

\ , _ ___ .. _ . __.C
46308
. Namf! ~;'~!~;" __.. ___P-'!l..§1tL!.t!- §~uUleb~al!l...__ Title Secretary
__
___ ._._ . __ _ _ ._. ___ -.1- .__._ . _. .. __________ __ ._.__ ._._. __ ,__ "_ _. ,__._._ __ ,_,, _. _ _____ _ ._ _ ____
Issued 11/10/2004 by MS1

Do Not Tape or Staple

20041 00023,11_

First American Financial Corporation - Investor Relations - Biography

http://investors.fir'stam.com/phoenix.zhunl?c=23 3 852&p=irol-gov...

'-...-

First American
Ft>J=: 16.76

Home I Investor Relafions I Biography

'......

'

Biography
Parker S. Kennedy
Chairman
First American Financial Corporation

Parker S. Kennedy is chairman of First American Financial Corporation. He is also chairman emeritus of CoreLogic, Inc., a
position he assumed in May 2011 after serving as that company's executive chairman following The First American
Corporation's separation of its Financial Services and Information Solutions businesses in June 2010. Prior to the separation,
he served as chairman and CEO of the combined entity, a position he assumed in December 2003, after serving as president
for nearly 12 years.
Kennedy was named tothe board of directors of First American ntle in 1981. In 1983, he was named executive vice president
of First American Title, and then was elected to the same position with The First American Corporation in 1986. In 1987, he
was elected to the board ofThe First American Corporation . Since joining First American in 1977, he has also been vice
president-national sales director on corporate staff and manager of the firm's Ventura County office in Oxnard, Calif. Earlier he
was senior vice president of the firm's subsidiary, First American ntle Company of Los Angeles.
In May 2003, Kennedy was recognized as one of America's top chief executives on Forbes Magazine's prestigious list of
"Best-Performing Bosses." Ranked at number five, Kennedy was one of only 10 executives from the nation's 500 largest
companies to receive an A+ efficiency grade for pay versus performance.
Kennedy was also recently honored by the Marine Corps Scholarship Foundation, which presented him with the 2010 Semper
Fidelis Award in recognition of his lifetime of community and philanthropic leadership and his standing as a pillar of the
Southern California business community.
Kennedy serves on the boards of directors of various charitable organizations, including the Fletcher Jones Foundation. He is
a past chairman of the board of the Santa Ana Chamber of Commerce, the Bowers Museum, and the Orange County Council
of the Boy Scouts of America. Kennedy is also a past president of the American Land lit Ie Association.
A member of the California Bar Association, Kennedy practiced law for four years with Levinson & Lieberman in Beverly Hills,
Calif. He graduated from the University of Southern California, Los Angeles in 1970 with a bachelor of arts

!L~gL.~

in social

science and communication with a concentration in economics, and received his law degree from Hastings College of the Law,
San Francisco, in 1973.
Kennedy was ~orn in Orange , Calif., where he now resides. He is the great-grandson of First American's founder, C.E. Parker,

©2005-2012 First American Financial Corporation andlor its affiliates. AU rights reserved.
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First American Title names Thomas S. Hartman regional vice presid ...
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First American
Home J News J 1999 J First American TItle names Thomas S. Hartman regionaillice president of its Pacific Northwest operations

First American Title names Thomas S. Hartman regional
vice president of its Pacific Northwest operations
December 22, 1999, SANTA ANA, CAUFORNIA
First American Title Insurance Company, one of the nation's largest title insurers, today announced that it has named Thomas
S. Hartman to the position of regional vice p~esjdent of its Pacific Northwest region, which includes the states of Alaska, Idaho,
Montana, Oregon and Washington.
Hartman joined First American in 1986 as legal counsel in Spokane, Wash. Following that he managed title and escrow
operations in both Tucson and Phoenix, Ariz. He was the company's Snohomish County manager in Everett, Wash., until
accepting his most recent position as vice president of special operations for corporate staff in Santa Ana, Calif. Prior to joining
First American, Hartman worked as an attomey with the Seattle law firm of Preston, Thorgrimson, Ellis & Holman.
Hartman, a member of the State Bar of Washington, holds a bachelor of arts degree in economics from Washington State
University in Pullman and a juris doctor from University of California Berkeley's Boalt Hall School of Law. Hartman and his wife,
Cheryl, will return to Washington to reside in the Seattle area with their two children.
First American Title Insurance Company, the largest subsidiary of The First American Financial Corporation (NYSE: FAF),
traces its history to 1889. One of the largest tiUe insurers in the nation, the company offers title services through more than 500
offices and an extensive network of agents throughout the United States and abroad. The company has its headquarters in
Santa Ana, Calif. Information about The First American Financial Corporation's subsidiaries and an archive of its press
releases can be found on the Internet at www.firstam.com.

©2005-2012 First American Financial Corporation and/or its afflHates. All rights reserved .
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Insurer Detail Information

http://www.doi.idaho.gov/insurance/lnsurerDetail.aspx?COA=899
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Welcome to the DO!

Home IdahO.gov Contact Us

Department of
Insurance

Search

Consumers ICompanies I Medicare-SHIM
Licensing Services IState Fire Marsha!

L
L

Investigations/F raud

Company Information

Legislative News/
Laws/Rules/BuUetins

L

L
L
L·
L

Name: FIRST AMERICAN TITLE INSURANCE CotN'ANY
Address: I FIRST AMERICAN WAY--SANTA ANA, CA 92707

News

Orders

Phone: (714) 250·3000
ToU-Free: (800) 854·3643
Web: www.firstam.com

FIle a Consumer
Complaint

Line Description
Title

I~,

L
L
L
L
L

L
L
L

Utah Business Search - Details
FIRST AMERICAN TITLE INSURANCE COMPANY
Entity Number: 608032-0143
Company Type: Corporation - Foreign - Profit
Address: 1 FIRST AMERICAN WAY Santa Ana, CA 92707
State of Origin: CA
Registered Agent: CORPORATION SERVICE COMPANY
Registered Agent Address:
2180 SOUTH 1300 EAST STE 650
Salt Lake City. UT 84106

Status: Active

L
L

L
L
L
L
L
L
L
L
L
L
L
L
L

[)ate

Admitt

: 899

_

license Status: Active

Consumer Alerts

L.
L
L
L
L

company~ype:
...:r

License Nu

Status: Active

as of 0410312006

Renew By: 0211412013
Status Description: Good Standing
Employment Verification: Not Registered with Verify Utah

History
Registration Date: 02/14/1969

NAIC Code: 50814
NAiC Group Code: 0070
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'-- Contact Us - First American - About - Company Information

http://www.firstam.com/aboutlcompany-infonnation/contact~us.html

FirstAmerican
Home I About I Company Information I

Contact Us

Contact Us
Home Office:

N:;rtneast

. Anaheim Ar:ar.ern

First American Financial Corporation
1 First American Way
Santa Ana, California 92707
Toll Free: 1.800.854.3643
Local: 1.714.250.3000

Driving Directions
'-

From John Wayne/Orange County Airport
from Los Angeles International Airport
From Long Beach Airport
from Ontario Airport

Sw(jthp.?~l

'1eyla'ld
les.ort

mien
,rove
River/.ew

First American Financial Corporation
1 First American Way
Santa Ana, California 92707
Get directions: To here - From here
Search nearby

Santa Ana

",un

West

ain

;y
't.'e;:to,l'"¥ Map data ©2012 Google

Office Locations:
Quickly locate a Title Office or other First American Offices, using our Office Directory

Job Opportunities:
Please visit our Careers page to view current job opportunities

Title Claims Contact:
For general inquiries or to file a claim, visit our Submitting a Claim page

Media Relations Contact:
Media/Public Relations
Email Media Relations
1.800.854,3643 ext. 3298

First American Webmaster:
For Web site related inquiries or to report a site problem !;mail tt1i'W~Qrnas!er

vote ofbolders ofthe capital stock ofthe Constituent Entities as set furth in Section 7 hereof
Section 11. Conditions Precedent to Obligation of Missouri
Missouri's obligation to consummate this merger shaJl be subject to fulfillment on or befOre the
Effuctive Date ofeach ofthe following conditions, unless waived in VYTiting by Missouri.
11.1 Target's Covenants. Target shaD have performed all covenants required by this
Agreement to be performed by it on or bem the Effi:ctive Date.

11.2 Sbareholder Approval. This Agreement shaJl have been adopted by the necessary
vote ofbolders ofthe capital stock ofthe Constituent Entities as set forth in Section 7 hereof

Section 12. Nonsurvival or Representations and Warranties
The representations and warranties set out in Section 8 and 9 hereof shaD not survive the
Effective Date. and neither party hereto shaD have any clahn thereafter against the other party with
respect hereto.

Section 13. General Provisions
13.1 Further Assurances. At any time, and from time, after the Effective Date, each party
wiD execute such additional instruments and take such action as may be reasonably requested by the
other party to confirm or perrect tit1e to any property transferred hereunder or otherwise to carry out
the intent and purpose of this Agreement.
13.2 Waiver. Any fhlIure on the part of either party hereto to comply with any of its
obligations, agreements. or conditions hereWlder may be waived in writing by the party to whom such
compliance is owed.
13.3 Brokers. Each party represents to the other party that no broker or finder bas acted
for it in connection with this Agreement and agrees to indemni1Y and hold harmless the .other party
against any fee, loss, or expense arising out ofclams by brokers or finders employed or alleged to have
been employed by it.
13.4 Notices. AD notices and other communications hereunder shall be in writing and shaD
be deemed to have been given if delivered in person or set by prepaid first-class registered or certified
mail, return receipt requested, as follows:

{fto Target:

First American Title Company ofIdabo, Inc.
1 First American Way
Santa Ana, CA 92707

Page40f6
T:\WPIRKS'ClietU\Fust Anv:ricanIFATICO Mqcrs\2007llhrlmanIFim .American Title Company o(Idaho\Agnlllld Plan ofMe'ier.doc

Case 4:05-cv-004\..,.rRCT

Document 57

Filed 04/071LU06
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foreign state's jurisdiction. See St. Alphonsus Reg 'I Med. Glr. v. Washington. 852
P .2d 491, 495 (Idaho 1993).
Plaintiff's alternate grounds for contending that jurisdiction exists, the
Racketeering Influenced and Corrupt Organization Act, 18 U.S.C. § 1961 et seq.
("RICO"), the Interstate Land Sales Full Disclosure Act, 15 U.S.C. § 1701 et seq.
("Land Sales Act"), and the Idaho Consumer Protection Act and Racketeering
statutes, also do not provide this Court with personal jurisdiction over these nonresident defendants. The Ninth Circuit has held:
For nationwide service to be imposed [under RICO], the court must have
personal jurisdiction over at least one of the participants in the alleged
multi district conspiracy and the plaintiffmust show that there is no other
district in which a court will have personal jurisdiction over all of the
alleged co-conspirators.

Butcher's Union v. SDC Inv., Inc., 788 F.2d 535,539 (9th Cir. 1986). Plaintiffhas
not alleged that the requirements for nationwide service are met. Under the Land
Sales Act, 15 U.S.C. § 1719 confers jurisdiction in the district where the offeror
sale took place. Here, the offer and sale took place in Utah, not Idaho. so the Land
Sales Act does not allow this Court to assert personal jurisdiction over the Utah
defendants. Moreover, there is no basis for personal jurisdiction under the Idaho

r

statutes and pendent jurisdiction cannot be invoked in this case.
Because this Court concludes that Plaintiff has not alleged facts sufficient
ORDER .. 4
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Document 57

Filed 04/071L006
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for the Court to exercise personal jurisdiction over the Browns. the Motion to
Dismiss (Docket No.3) is GRANTED.
In the second Motion, Defendants Paul C. Hess, Amber Allen, and Beehive

Credit Union ("the Beehive Defendants") move to dismiss this action for lack of
personal jurisdiction. Plaintiff has failed to allege a sufficient basis for this Court
to assert jurisdiction over the Beehive Defendants-all residents of Utah who do not
conduct business in Idaho and lack sufficient contacts with the state. For the
reasons set forth in relation to the Browns' motion, Plaintiffhas not demonstrated
that the facts giving rise to the instant cause of action fall within the scope of the
Idaho long-arm statute or that jurisdiction is otherwise proper. Because this Court
lacks personal jurisdiction over the Beehive Defendants, their Motion to Dismiss
(Docket No. 21) is GRANTED.
The third Motion to Dismiss was brought by First American Title Insurance
Company of Idaho, Inc. (Docket No. 51). Rule 7 .1 (c) of the District of Idaho
Local Civil Rules requires a party to :file a response to an opposing party's motion
within twenty-one days. Plaintiff has failed to file a response to the Motion, which
the Court "deem[s] to constitute a consent to ... the granting of said motion ...."
Local Rule 7.1 (e). Accordingly. the Motion to Dismiss is GRANTED.
The Browns have brought a Motion to Strike the declarations ofYnnette

ORDER-5
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE DISTRICT OF IDAHO
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

H.M. TELFORD,
Plaintiff,

v.
LADDBROWN,
et at,
Defendants.

Case No. 4:05-cv-00460-RCT
JUDGMENT

----------------------)
On April 7, 2006, the Court entered an Order that dismissed Plaintiff's
claims against all Defendants except Defendant Barnes. On May 1,2006, the
court entered an Order disposing of Plaintiff's claims against Defendant Barnes.
Pursuant to those Orders, Judgment is hereby entered in favor of Defendants and
the case is dismissed with prejudice.
DATED this 11th day of May, 2006, at Seattle, Washington.

~4£eAQ{!~
~'<)
S$:!

~'TF.t

CO~

~
~

.

Certified to be a true and correct
copy of original filed In myoffice.

RICHARD C. TALLMAN
United States Circuit Judge
Sitting by designation

Cameron S. Burke, Clerk

U.S. Courts. District of Idaho
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~ By Jean Gerrelts on Jun 09, 2008

Jea n Ger re II

, Digitally Slgne<l by .l<!an Gem!lls

t:j\.DN:cno;Jean Gerre1ls.emaIIojean...9l!fTe~•

.;!) .~9OIr. o=US Courts. ou=US Courts.c-us
•

Date: 2008.06.0911:31:51 -1l7'00'
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Document 74

Filed 06/13/2006
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claims against the Brown ~fendants). Plaintiff brought this action in Idaho,
despite the fact that she could not show that any business was transacted in Idaho
or that any tortious act occurred withPl the state. !d. at 3. Plaintiff also made false

'A

statements regarding her residency in the State ofIdaho. ld.
Moreover, this Court recently declared Plaintiff a vexatious litigant and
imposed pre-filing restrictions upon her. See Lundahl v. NAR Inc., Case No.
4:05-cv-00127-RCf, Memorandum Decision and Order (D. Idaho May 24,2006).
The present action appears to be yet another of Plaintiff's actions filed in
succession in this Court for the purpose of harassing defendants and the judicial
system itself. See id. at 3-4, 7. Thus, the Court finds that Plaintiff has pursued

this action against the Brown defendants in bad faith, wantonly, and for oppressive
reasons. Accordingly, the imposition of attorney fees is justified pursuant to this
Court's inherent authority to award fees in such cases. See F. D. Rich Co., 417
U.S. at 129.
The Court has considered the Affidavit of Kent A Higgins in support of the
petition for allowance of attorney fees. The time spent defending this matter is
reasonable and the hourly rate charged is commensurate with prevailing rates for
attorneys in this District. The Court has also considered its Order Granting
Defendants' Motion to Dismiss, the fact that Plaintiff did not file an objection to

ORDER-2

FD·302 (Rtv. 10-6.95)

FED!;RAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
12/14/2006

On December 11, 2006, detective Schwartz was
telephonically interviewed at his place of employment, Oneida County
Sheriff's office regarding Bolli Lundahl's claimed residence at 10621
S. Old Highway 191, Malad City Idaho 83252.
After being advised of
the identity of the interviewing Agent and the purpose of the
interview, Detective Schwartz provided the following information:

Detective Schwartz advised that he had vi:dted Bolli's
alleged residence at 10621 S. Old Highway 191, Malad City Idaho to
verify any occupancy of the residence for purposes of the upcoming
bail appeal hearing and to support the coapetency of an earlier filed
contC!!flpt judgment entered against Bolli by federal judge Richard
Tallman in June of 2006 barring Bolli from filing any cases in the
state of Idaho on the alleged grounds that Bolli did not own or
reside at the real property situs address 10621 S. Old Highway 191,
Malad City Idaho. Judge Tallman had· asked us to investigate into
perjury charges against Hs _ Lundahl.
Detective Schwartz admitted that he interviewed the
county tax assessor who reported that no residence existed at this
address, and further. that no horaestea4 exemption had ever been
recorded to obtain property tax benefitS· for a residence property_
Detective Schwartz then visited the property in support of a
prospective perjury· prosecution prompted by Judge Ta1lman. Detective
Schwartz reported that there Vas indeed an old farm bouse fUld barn
located at Lundahl' 8 cla.imed. residence address but that Lnndahl could
not have been residing at the property because there "as DO power to.
the building.
Detective Schwartz reported that he could not enter
or see into the residence because the windows were COIIIpletely covered
and all accesses were locked.
Based On detective Schwartz' s report
that no power existed to the building, an a.dditional perjurY charg'e
was submitted.
.

---- ~

12/14/2006

..
FHt:1t

b~

_--

49-5U-62776

Sonja Sorenson: eva

Salt Lake City,

Utah
DolO

dic ..ttd

12/14/2006
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~~MOUNTAIN

P.O. Box 2S308
Salt Uka Oty.lII:ah 84125-0308
1-888-221-7070
&x 1-8n-80'7-3193

let's tum the answers on.

rockymountainpower.net

Account Billing and Payment History*
Account # 13066089002 6

Current Amount Due: $0.00
."
1210712006
1110612006
1010612006
0912612006
09/0712006

StatementIPayment
Customer Payment
Regular Bill
ReqularBili
Customer Payment
Short Term Paynent Plan - Past D\Je

I
I

Sil Amount
0$0.00
$18.47
$9.01
$22.03
$60.15

t-.otice

0810812006
0810712006

Short Term Payrr.ent Plan - Regular sm
Custol'!'er Payment

~50.00

$24.24

I

I
I

-

Pavrnents & Credit'"
i
$80.00
$0.00
I
$0.00
I
$135.15
i
.~o.oo

I

$75.00
$75.00

J

I

our true strength is

.

I

our connecti,.~: ;;.:. ,ou

1'.0. ao. 15308
SM:1.allaQy.1.IaI!1412S-8l8

14I88.1lI.101O
four 1-177-109-31'3
~pDWI!t".--

Dear Ms. Tefklro
P\.nu8nt kl)ICU request. we'ye COI'ldI.ded an account history analysis on !his account.
OUr records show ht 0PQdng service 10 10621 S. Old Hwy 191. Malad City Jdaho 83252
has been InIact ~ March of 2005. AI t)ils have been pam 00 lime, the acx:cunt has rtt!'tIrS been
de&lquent. nor has 1he seMce ever been disc::onneded atarry tine from its DIiation date 01 March 3,
200510 teders dale. FlI1hermore. 1he account Is !d 8di¥e .and service is being utiized.

our true stren&th ;,
our conne«ion to you
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United States District Court
- - - - - - For The District of Utah, Central Division - - - - - _

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA,
Plaintiff,
vs.
HOlLi lUNDAHL,

)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No·
07-CR-00272 WFD

}
Defendant.

)

ORDER DISMISSING CHARGES WITHOUT PREJUDICE AND ORDERING THE
IMMEDIATE RELEASE OF THE DEFENDANT

This matter comes before the Court on the Government's Motions to Dismiss
filed in each of the captioned cases. Having considered the motions, and having heard
argument on the matter, the Court FINDS and ORDERS:
The Government's motions to dismiss are GRANTED; the charges against Ms.
lundahl are hereby DISMISSED without prejudice. The Government is instructed to
immediately release Ms. Lundahl from custody and provide her with access to any
property which may have been seized

pu~uant

to her federal indictments.

The Court further orders that Ms. lundahl's counsel, Mary Corporon, shall take
all reasonable steps to notify Ms. lundahl's family members of her release. Ms.
Corporon shall remain appointed as counsel pending Ms. lundahl's successful release

from custody and return of property seized pursuant to her federal indictments. Ms.
Corporon shall move this Court to be dismissed from her obligation at such time as her
appointment is no longer necessary.
It is so ORDERED.
I

I

DATED this 21st day of January, 2009.

r
Honorable William F. Downes
Chief United States District Judge
Sitting by Special Designation

-2-

Shirlee Blaisdell

Oneida Co. Commission

aerk. Auditor & Recorder

Joe 1. Daniels

Cecil C. Sweeten
l..aJJy Etherington

State of Idaho
10 Court Street

Malad City, Idaho 83252

. June 25, 2010

Dear Ms. Telford:
As I earlier indicated to you, we did not record the Warranty Deed notarized by Jaime
DeAnda on April 19, 2010 because Mr. DeAnda witnessed his own signature and not
the signature of the grantors. Therefore, I deemed that Warranty Deed void and
unrecordable and returned that Deed to you.
On June 9,2010, you presented me with another Warranty Deed that was properly
acknowledged and witnessed by various notaries. As you know, while you were in my
office, I contacted the prosecutor to inform him that I had intended on recording this
June 2010 Warranty Deed. The prosecutor instructed me not to record this Warranty
Deed because he believed the grantor Jim Keddington to be a fictitious person.

As you requested, I have written you this letter to confrrm the grounds for refusing to
record the June 2010 Warranty Deed. Furthennore, this letter shall serve as notice to
you that I am not liable for refusing to record the June 2010 Warranty Deed because I
was instructed by the County prosecutor not to record this Deed and Idaho code section
31-2402 (2) states that I cannot be held liable for refusing to record documents at the
County Prosecutor's direction.

Sincerely,
Shirlee Blaisdell, Clerk
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Gmail - (no subject)

https:l!mail.google.com/mail/?ui=2&ik=bd50a5bf27&view=pt&q=sh ...

holli lundahl <hollilundahl@gmail.com>

(no subject)
1 message
holli lundahl <hollilundahl@gmail.com>
To: sheriff@atcnet.net

Sat, Jun 19,2010 at 9:35 AM

Sherriff Simrad:
I have just been apprised that you contacted my bank and procured them to close down my account. YOu will now be named in the suit that I will be filing
against Oneida County officials as will the bank.

1 of 1

5/17/20137:31 AM

(no subject) - hollilundahl@gmail.com - Gmail

Gmai!

8 I ~ 19 I Ii II

v

I!1h
Inbox (183)

,

holli lundahl <!1ollilundaill

[]

6/19/10

+--

II
y

to sheriff ..

Marti Telford

2082367208
2087662202
2087662990

-.

[h i':)

Jeff Semrad

liZ CJ '
SMO'III details.

I have just been apprised that you contacted my bank
and procured them to close down my account. YOu
will now be named in the suit that I will be filing
against Oneida County officials as will the bank.

Holli Telford

W~lY

sheriff@atcnet.net

Sherriff Simrad:
" Staci Armstrong

8EJ [E

:Ilil

~

Important
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AAGRflVerS(-l ,mfl\ - Are You Ago 61 Or Old",,? - How Does Reverse Mortgag

(no subject)

Starred

[B

Move tolnbox I

Ads - Vvhy the:.';{') ;:tds?

Iil.tt

AAGReverse.com

Are You Age 61 Or
Older?

tc

'~

Larrow, DeAnnevisitor1818
AAGReverse.Gom - Are You Age 61 Or Older)
How Does Reverse Mortgage Work? Get Free
Reverse Mortgage Handbooks From Senator
Fred Thompson.
Ads - Why ihis ad?

13% full
Using 1.3 GB 01 your
10.1 GB

©2013 Googi. - ~
~

Last account activity: 0
minutes ago
Currently being
used in 1 other

location

~

https://mail,googie.com/ maiV?shva; 1# search/ sheriff% 40atcnet.net/ 12950d9a 7fb59b83 [5/17/2013 7: 37: 15 AM ]

How Does Reverse
Mortgage Work?
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MIME-Version: 1.0
Received: by 10.220.179.7 with HTTP; Sat, 19 Jun 201008:35:28 -0700 (PDT)
Date: Sat, 19 Jun 2010 09:35:28 0600
Delivered-To: hollilundahl@gmail.com
Message-ID: <AANLkTik9wKKQmgPqbg_F8Ix-dOfZY8MFwpXpi08hOfec@mail.gmail. com>
Subject:
From: holli lundahl <hollilundahl@gmail.com>
To: sheriff@atcnet.net
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary=0015174c1d743394e7048963d2b5
- 0015174c1d743394e7048963d2b5
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=ISO-8859-1
Sherriff Simrad:
I have just been apprised that you contacted my bank and procured them to
close down my account.
YOu will now be named in the suit that I will be
filing against Oneida County officials as will the bank.
- 0015174c1d743394e7048963d2b5
Content-Type: text/html; charset=ISO-8859-1
Content-Transfer-Encoding: quoted-printable
<div>Sherriff Simrad:</div>
<div>=AO</div>
<div>I have just been apprised that you contacted my bank and procured them=
to close down my account.=AO YOu will now be named in the suit that I will=
be filing against Oneida County officials as will the bank.</div>
--0015174c1d743394e7048963d2b5

https:!!maiLgoogle.com!mailnui=2&ik=bd50a5bf27&view=om&th= 12950d9a7fb59b83 [5/17!20 13 7 :47 :27 AM)
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,-age

16503964448 From: Sarah Kate Mullins

2011-08-02 09:37:35 PDT

L. OJ ott

Google Inc.

1600 Amphitheatre Parkway
Mountain View,C1>lifornia 94043

Google'

Tel: 650.253.3425
Fax: 650.249.3429
www.google.com

July 27,2011

Via Facsimile Only
(208)766-2202
Prosecuting Attorney Dustin W. Smith
Oneida County Prosecutor Attorney's Office
30 North 100 West
Malad City, ill 83252
Re: Subpoena dated 07-14-2011 (Internal Ref. No. 63115-146325)
Dear Prosecuting Attorney Smith:
Pursuant to the Subpoena issued in the above-referenced matter, we have conducted a
diligent search for documents and information accessible on Google's systems that are responsive
to your request. Our response is made in accordance with state and federal law, including the
Electronic Communications Privacy Act. See 18 U.S.c. § 2701 et seq.

x

We understand that YOll have requested customer information regarding the user accmmt
specified in the Subpoena, which includes the following: Subscriber information for the Gmail
account, HOLLlLUNDAHL@GMAIL.COM. After a diligent search and reasonable inquiry, we have
found no IP log information for the dates as requested in the Subpoena.
To the extent any document provided herein contains information exceeding the scope of
your request, protected from disclosure or otherwise not subject to production, if at all, we have
redacted such information or removed such data fields.
Finally, in accordance with Section 2706 of the Electronic Communications Privacy Act,
Google requests reimbursement in the amount of $25 for reasonable costs incurred in processing
your request. Please forward your payment to Google Custodian of Records, at the address above
and please write the Internal Reference Number (63115-146325) on your check. The federal tax
ill number for Google is 77-0493581.
Very truly yours,

Kenneth

~lIt) 't'illa
, .. '

/4$

Google Legal Investigations Support

I
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FILED
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4TH DISTRICT COURT - OREM
UTAH COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH

=~

FIRST AMERICAN TITLE INSURANCE,
Plaintiff,

MINUTES
PRETRIAL CONFERENCE

vs.

Case No: 060201791 IP

H M TELFORD

Clerk:

Et al,
Defendant.

Judge:
Date:

JOHN C. BACKLUND
June 27, 2008

leslieac

PRESENT
Plaintiff's Attorney(s): CRAIG W CHRISTENSEN
Audio
Tape Number:
44
Tape Count: 10.50

HEARING
The Motion for Summary Judgment is granted. The defendant to
submit Findings and Conclusions of Law. There is no geniune issue
to preclude a summary judgment in favor of the Browns. A check for
$9435 was returned to the court by ATP.

Page 1 (last)

;,;

Craig W. Christensen

CRAIG W. CHRISTENSEN, CHARTERED
414 South Garfield
P.O. Box 130
Pocatello, Idaho 83204-0130
Telephone:
(208) 234-9353
Fax:
(208) 234-9357
Idaho State Bar No. 2086
Utah State Bar No. 10355
E-mail: cwcc@ida.net
Attorneys for: First American Title Insurance Agency of Utah, LLC
IN THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT
IN AND FOR UTAH COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH
First American Title Insurance )
Agency of Utah, LLC, a Delaware)
Limited Liability Company,
authorized to do business
within the State of Utah,
Plaintiff,
COMPLAINT - INTERPLEADER

-vsH. M. TELFORD, a/k/a M.H.
Telford, a/k/a Holly Telford;
LADD BROWN; and BARRY BROWN,
Defendants.
COMES NOW Plaintiff and for a claim against Defendants, H.M.
Telford,

Ladd Brown,

and

Barry

Brown,

and

each

of

them,

and

alleges:
1.

Plaintiff is, and at all times mentioned, was conducting

business under the name and style of First American Title Insurance
Agency of Utah, LLC, located at 578 South State Street, Orem, Utah.

COMPLAINT -

INTERPLEADER

U-. If

f

,

.

,

5.

Plaintiff

recover

its

attorneys

fees

in

the

sum

of

$1,500.00 if judgment is entered by default and for such further
sums

as

the Court

deems

just

and

reasonable

if

the

matter

is

contested.
6.

Plaintiff be granted such further relief as the court

deems just and proper.
DATED This

*' f{iJ

j..

1\.
f-tl.tJ....I.()...-

day of

, 2006.

CRAIG W. CHRISTENSEN, CHARTERED

orneys fo First American Title
Insurance Agency of Utah, LLC

STATE OF UTAH
ss
County of Salt Lake
Blake Heiner, being first duly sworn, deposes and says:
That he is the regional counsel and vice president of First
American Title Insurance Agency of Utah, LLC, which is a Delaware
Limited Liability Corporation, Plaintiff in the above entitled
action, and makes this statement on its behalf; that he has read
the above and foregoing Complaint, knows the contents thereof and
that the facts therein stated are true as he verily beli~ves.
r

Blake Heiner

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN To before me this
2006.

r----------..
'I>
TA~~'
560 SoultI3DO EaIIIIt

•

Salt Lake CIty. ~~

•

..-----_1Ia1I....
•

',.'

My~

I~

ry Public
ah
Residing at
My Commission Expires:

•

COMPLAINT - INTERPLEADER
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c.TICLES OF MERGER

'~

OF

'--"

J'lK':) J A!.l~K1\""Al' 11 fLE

INSURANCE AGENCY OF UTAH, INC
a Utah Corporation I i-i It ~', C(j - 0 VI;J.,.

'-'

'-'

AND

"-'
'-'

FIRST AMERICAN TITLE INSURANCE AGENCY, LLC
a Delaware Limited Liability Company 1..;(;3 Yjjl/ ·o\{c

'-

f~

--.;

"--'

''-'

We, the undersigned, being the President and Secretary, respectively, of First American Title
Insurance Agency of Utah, Inc., a Utah corporation, and the Manager, of First American Title
insurance Agency, LLC , a Delaware limited liability company, do hereby certify as follows:

9

J,

The constituent business entities to be merged are First American Title Insurance
Agency of Utah, Inc., a Utah corporation ("Utah"), and First American Title
Insurance Agency, LLC , a Delaware limited liability company (,<First American").

2.

First American and Utah have duly authorized and approved on October 15, 2006, an
Agreement and Plan of Merger (the "Merger Agreement") pursuant to which the
surviving business entity is First American.

3,
(a) First American agrees that it may be served with process in this state in an
action, suit or proceeding for the enforcement of any obligation of Utah and for the
enforcement of any obligation of First American arising-from the merger.
(b) First American irrevocably appoints the commission as its agent to accept
service of process in the action, suit or proceeding described in subdivision (a), and the
address to which the commission shall mail a copy of the process shall be:
Blake T. Heiner
560 South 300 East
Salt Lake City, VT 84111

I

---

'-

'-

(-,

I

4.

A copy of the Merger Agreement is attached hereto and incorporated herein by this
reference.

5.

A copy of the Merger Agreement wiJ I be furnished by First American, on request and
without cost, to any member of Erst American or shareholder of Utah.

T:"WP'R/SSIC11Cms\First An1"rican\U!;lh'lartlcles of mef@.er2.doc
Page I of3

I

i,--

6.

The effective date of the merger pursuant to the Merger Agreement shall be
December 30, 2006.

7.

This document may be executed in one or more counterparts, each of which will be
deemed to be an original copy and ail of which, when taken together, will be deemed
to constitute one and the same agreement.

8.

The Articles of Organization of First American shall be the Articles of the Surviving
Entity from and after the Effective Date, subject to the right of the Surviving Entity to
amend its Articles in accordance with the laws of the State of Delaware.

I

I
i~
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IN WIDESS WHEREOF, the parties to this Agreement pursuant to the approval and
authority duly given by resolutions adopted by their respective shareholders, directors, Members or
Managers have caused these presents to be executed by the authorized person of each party hereto
as the respective act, deed and agreement of each of said entities effective December 30, 2006.
"First American"
First American Title Insurance Agency, LLC,
a Delaware limited liability company

BY:~_
~Manager
"Utah"
First Ameriean Title Insurance Agency of Utab, Inc.,
a Utab Corporation

By:

£:4.~~d~
President
Mark: S. Webber,

1

;
Blake T. Heiner, Secretary
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Kent A. Higgins
MERRILL & MERRILL, CHARTERED
109 North Arthur - 5th Floor
P.O. Box 991
Pocatello, ID 83204-0991
(208) 232-2286
(208) 232-2499 Telefax
Attorneys for Plaintiff
ISB#3025
USB# 03720

T

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT
IN AND FOR UTAH COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH
First American Title Insurance Agency of
Utah, LLC, a: Delaware Limited Liability
Company, authorized to do business within
the State of Utah,
Plaintiffs,

)
)
)
)
)

Case No. 06-02-1791

)

MOTIONFORS~Y

)

JUDGMENT

vs.

)
)

H.M. TELFORD, aIkIa M.H. Telford, aIkIa
Holly Telford; LADD BROWN; and
BARRY BROWN

)
)
)
)
)
)

Defendants.

)

Pursuant to Rule 56, Utah Rules ofCivil Procedure, the Defendants, Ladd Brown and Barry
Brown move this court for an Order entering judgment in their favor and awarding these defendants
the funds interplead in this action.. This Motion is made on the grounds and for the reasons that:
1.

Def~ndant

2.

The pleadings submitted by Defendant Holly Teleford plead identical claims,

Holly Telford, seeks her dismissal from this case

defenses, and issues as those raised by Defendant Telford in the case of MH Telford
v. LaddBrown, etal., case#CV 05-460-E-BLW, United States District Court for the

Motion for Entry of Summary Judgment OD the Grounds of Res Judicata
O:\63\6398\Pleadings - Interpleader\Motion for Entry of Judgment on the Grounds of Res Judicata.wpd

Page 1

District ofIdaho,. Copies of two orders, and the judgment entered against her in the
federal court case are attached as Exhibits A, B and C.
Defendant Telford's pleadings contain judicial admissions that her defenses to the crossclaims of the Browns, or any claim she may have to the interpled funds, are identical to those already
adjudicated in the federal court case.
Because the Federal District Court of the District of Idaho has already adjudicated these
issues and granted dismissal with prejudice to Ms. Telford's claims, judgment ought to be awarded
to Defendants Brown as a matter oflaw.
This motion is supported by the accompanying brief.
Dated this JZ!!:day of June, 2008.

MERRILL & MERRILL, CHARTERED

By:

4

JentA.

IDS

Motion for Entry of Summary .JudgmeD:t on the Grounds of Res .Judicata
O:\63\6398\Pleadings - Interpleader\Motion for Entry of Judgment on the Grounds of Res Judicata. wpd
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FOR FIRST AllERlCAH TIRE CO

First American Title Insurance Co.
578 South State Street
Orem, Utah 84058
AFFIDAVIT OF IDENTITY
One And Tbe Same Statement

The undersigned, having been duly sworn, hereby deposes and says as foHows:
1. 1 am a resident of Utah County, State of Utah, over the age of twenty-one
ye~ and in all respects am competent to testify to the matters contained
herem.
2. 1 am a Manager for First American Title Insurance Co. and in that capacity
I am duly authorized to execute this Affidavit.
3. By inadvertence and mistake, First American Title Insurance Co. executed
and caused to be recorded a certain Warranty Deed, dated February 7,
2003 and recorded in the Utah County Recorder's Office on February 10,
2003, as Entry No. 20277:2003. The Grantor on said Warranty Deed was
shown as Leah R. Castagna but title to the property described below was
held as Leah Castagna.
4. This Affidavit of Identity is hereby given for the purpose of establishing
that Leah R. Castagna, Grantor in the above stated Warrantr. Deed and
Leah Castagna, who is the vested owner of the below descnbed property,
are one and the same person and title to the subject property should be
conveyed through the above described Warranty Deed to the Grantor, Brett
A. Cook.
5. Legal Description:
n

Lot 2, Plat "C , Cherry Village, a planned unit development as the same is
identified in the Recorded Survey Map in Utah County, Utah, as Entry No. 9651,
Map Filing No. 1014 (as said record of survey map may have heretofore been
amended or supplemented) and in the Declaration of Covenants, recorded in
Utah County, Utah, as Entry No. 9652, in Book 1280, at Page 318 (as said
Declaration my have heretofore been amended or supplemented.).
TaxIDNo.36-326-0002
~A ~

a

~M.Aci
scrow Officer
State of Utah
County of Utah
On the ~ day of

~ ';~" .fth,

/I~"I-

a:"

,2005, personally appeared before me David M. Acor.
mifiU.-, who duly :::;:~.x«"too th, """
~~h~'C----~-,--,~----
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DEED OF TRUST

NUN 100025440002819107
THIS DEED OF 1RUST is made this
the Trustor,
LORBNZO A POPE

I

9

day of

November

2005

,among

A MARRIED MAN

(herein "Borrower"),

rIRST AMERICAN TITLE INSURANCE

"
(herein "Trustee"), and the Beneficiary,
Mortgage Electronic Registtation Systems, Inc. rMERS"). (solely as nominee for Lender, as hereinafter defIDed,
and Lender's successors and assigns). MERS is organized and existing under the laws of Delaware, and has an
address and telephone number of P.O. Box 2026, Flint, MI, 48501-2026, tel. (888) 679-MERS.
LEHMAN BROTHERS BJUnt, rSB, A P'EDEllAL SAVINGS BANlC

existing under the laws of

UNJ:TED STATES

• ("Lender") is organized and
, and has an address of

4001 SOUTH 700 EAST, 1400, SALT LAKE CITY, UT 84107
BORROWER. in consideration of the indebtedness herein recited and the trust herein created, irrevocably
grants and conveys to Trustee. in trust, with power of sale, the fonowing described property

UTAH - SECOND MORTGAGE· 1180· FNMAfFHLMC UNIFORM INSTRUMENT WITH YERS

cart -76N(UT)
Page' of 7

(03081

Form 3845
Amended 2/99

,nlualsl-Ar

Vr.1? MOltgagB Solution. (8001521.7291

111~11111~ lillm ~ mill

100025440002819107
00368.91281
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STATE OF UTAH,

EHT 135426:2005 PG 7 of 11

Countyss:

1M-n'"iOJO~~d;~Wjfbd~~

My Commission Expires:

6} II 00
TERRI O. MURPHY

IOTARY PllBLle •STATE" flTM
518 S. STAT£ STREET
ORE ... UTAK 84058

COIl. ElP\RES 5-1-2009

•

-76N(UT)
<!>

(0308)
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After Recording Return To:

FIRST AMERICAN Tm.E INSURANCE

578 S. STATE STREET
OREM, UT 84058

Tax Serial Number:
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DEED OF TRUST
MIN: 100029500004093534
DEFINlTIO'JS
Words used in multiple sections of this document are defined below and other words are defined in Sections 3. I!. 13. 18. 20
and 21. Certain rules regarding the usage of words used in this document are also provided in Section 16.
(A} "Security Instl1ll1leut" means !his document, which is dated June 13, 2003
Riders 10 this document.

. toge!her wi!h all

(B) "Borrower" is Vance B. Standlflrd

Borrower is the lrustor under this Security Instrument.

(C) "Lender" Is Taylor, Bean & Whitaker Mortgage Corp.
Lender is a Florida Corporation
the laws of Florida

organized and existing under
. Lender's address is

1417 North Magnolia Ave, Ocala, FL 34475

(D) "Trustee" Is FIRST AMERICAN TITLE INSURANCE

(E) "MERS" is Mortgage Electronic Registration Systems. Inc. MERS is a separate corporation !hat is acting solely as a
nominee for Lender and Lender's successors and assigns. MERS is the benefKiary under this Security lnstrument. MERS
is organized and existing under the laws of Delaware. and has an address and telephone number of P.O. Box 2026, Flint MI
48501-2026. teL (888} 619-MERS,
(F) "Note" means the promissory note signed by Borrower and dated June 13, 2003
states that Borrower owes Lender Forty Five Thousand and noI100
Dollars (U.S. $ 45,000.00
} plus interest.
to pay this debt in regular Periodic Payments and to pay the debt in ful/not later than July 01, 2018

UTAH-Single family-Pam" 111"",_ _ M.. UNIFORM INSTRUMENT
(Page t of J2pagcs)
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. The Note

Borrower has promised
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After recording, Please return to:

R£CORIlD Fill FIRST AIlERlCAH TITLE CO

First American Title Insurance Co.
578 South State Street
Orem. Utah 84()S8

AFFJDAVIT AND NOTICE

.

The undersigned, having been duly sworn, hereby deposes and says as follows:
1.

I am a resident of Utah County, State of Utah, over the age of twenty-one
~ and in all respects am competent to testify to the matters contained
herein.

2.

I am a Escrow Officer for First American Title Insurance Co. and in that
capacity I am duly authorized to execute this Affidavit.

3. By inadvertence and mistake, First American Title Insurance Co. executed and
caused to be recorded a certain Warranty Deed, executed by Don E.
Henrichsen and Don Henrichsen, dated August, 22, 2005 and recorded in the
Utah County Recorder's Office on November 04, 2005, as Entry No.
127514:2005. Said Warranty Deed was recorded with an erroneous legal
description, affecting Parcel 10 which read as follows:

PARCEL 10:
THE NORTHWEST OUARTER OF THE NORTHEAST QUARTER OF

SECTION 35, TOWNSHIP 8 SOUTH. RANGE 3 EAST. SALT LAKE BASE
AND MERIDIAN.
ALSO, COMMENCING AT THE NORTHWEST CORNER OF THE
NORTHEAST QUARTER OF THE NORTHWEST QUARTER OF SECTION
36, TOWNSHIP 8 SOUTH. RANGE 3 EAST, SALT tAKE BASE AND
MERIDIAN; THENCE EAST 250 FEET; THENCE SOUTH 08°30' WEST 1000
FEET; THENCE SOUTH 27°37' WEST 257.9 FEET; THENCE NORTH 1130.8
FEET TO THE POINT OF BEGINNlNG.
ALSO, COMMENCING AT THE NORTHEAST CORNER OF THE
NORTHEAST QUARTER OF THE NORTHWEST QUARTER OF SECTION
36, TOWNSHIP 8 SOUTH, RANGE 3 EAST, SALT tAKE BASE AND
MERIDIAN; THENCE WEST 665 FEET; THENCE SOUTH 08°30' WEST 1023
FEET; THENCE SOUTH 17°28' WEST 326.2 FEET; THENCE EAST 931.1
FEET; THENCE NORTH 1320 FEET TO THE POINT OF BEGINNING.
4. Notice is hereby given that the legal description of said Warranty Deed should

read as follows:

PARCEL 10:
THE NORTHWEST QUARTER OF THE NORTHEAST QUARTER OF

£NT

33354:2006. P6 2 of 15

SECTION 35, TOWNSHIP 8 SOUTH, RANGE 3 EAST, SALT LAKE BASE
AND MERIDIAN.
ALSO, COMMENCING AT THE NORTHWEST CORNER OF THE
NORTHEAST QUARTER OF THE NORTHWEST QUARTER OF SECTION
35, TOWNSHIP 8 SOUTH, RANGE 3 EAST, SALT LAKE BASE AND
MERIDIAN; THENCE EAST 250 FEET; THENCE soum 08°30' WEST 1000
FEET; THENCE soum 27°37' WEST 257.9 FEET; TIIENCE NORTH 1130.8
FEET TO THE POINT OF BEGINNING.
ALSO, COMMENCING AT THE NORTHEAST CORNER OF THE
NORTHEAST QUARTER OF THE NORTHWEST QUARTER OF SECTION
35, TOWNSHIP 8 SOUTH, RANGE 3 EAST, SALT LAKE BASE AND
MERIDIAN; THENCE WEST 665 FEET; THENCE SOUTH 080)0' WEST 1023
FEET; THENCE SOUTH 17~8' WEST 326.2 FEET; THENCE EAST 931.1
FEET; THENCE NORTH 1320 FEET TO THE POINT OF BEGINNING.

Cassie Dente
Escrow Officer

State of Utah

County ofUmb
On the '2~ day of
20Q6., personally appeared before me Cassie Dente, the
signer of the above instrument, who duly acknowledged to me that he executed the same
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After recording, Please return to:

First American Title Insurance Co.
578 South State Street

Orem, Utah 84058
AFFlDAVIT AND NOTICE

The undersigned, having been duly sworn, hereby deposes and says as follows:
1.

I am a resident of Utah County, State of Utah, over the age of twenty-one
ye~ and in all respects am competent to testify to the matters contained
herem.

2.

I am a Escrow Officer for First American Title Insurance Co. and in that
capacity I am duly authorized to execute this Affidavit.

3.

By inadvertence and mistake, First American Title Insurance Co. executed
and caused to be recorded a certain Warranty Deed, dated June 10, 1997
and recorded in the Utah County Recorder's Office on June 17, 1997, as
Entry No. 46199, in Book 4297, at Page 308. Said Warranty Deed was
recorded with an erroneous legal description, which read as follows:
See Attached Exhibit "A"

4.

Notice is hereby given that the legal description of said Warranty Deed
should read as follows:
See Attached Exhibit "B"

~~c::L

David M . cor
Escrow Officer
State of Utah

County of Utah
~. \
On the 111_ day o f }

,2005, personally appeared before me David M. Acor,

the signYofthe above instrument, who duly acknowledged to me that he executed the same

~·D.~L--,
0/ "
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.Residing at: ()
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After recording, Please return to:
First American Title Insurance Co.
578 South State Street
Orem, Utah 84058
File No. 4088008

AFFIDAVIT AND NOTICE

The undersigned, having been duly sworn, hereby deposes and says as follows:

1.

I am a resident of Utah County, State ofUtab, over the age of twenty-one
in all respects am competent to testify to the matters contained
herem.

2.

I am a Escrow Officer for First American Title Insurance Co. and in that
capacity I am duly authorized to execute this Affidavit.

3.

By inadvertence and mistake, First American Title Insurance Co. executed
and caused to be recorded a certain Warranty Deed, dated March 26, 2003
and recorded in the Utah County Recorder's Office on March 27, 2003, as
Entry No. 46480:2003. Said Warranty Deed was recorded with an
erroneous legal description, which read as follows:

ye~ and

Unit 44, Phase N, STONEBROOK CONDOMINIDMS, Orem, Utah, as
the same is identified in the Record of Survey Map therefore recorded in
Utah County, Utah, as Entry No. 7086, (as said Record of Survey Map
may have heretofore been amended or supplemented) and in the
Declaration of Condominium of STONEBROOK CONDOMINIUMS,
recorded in Utah county, Utah, as Entry No. 7087, in Book 3873, at Page
658 (as said Declaration may have heretofore been amended or
supplemented). Together with the undivided ownership interest in and to
the Common Areas and Facilities which is appurtenant to said Unit as
more particularly described in said Declaration (as said Declaration may
have heretofore been amended or supplemented).

ENT 49611:2004 P(j 2 of 2

4.

Notice is hereby given that the legal description of said Warranty Deed
should read as follows:
Unit 40. Phase N, STONEBROOK CONDOMlNillMS, Orem, Utah, as
the same is identified in the Record of Survey Map therefore recorded in
Utah County, Utah, as Entry No. 7086, (as said Record of Survey Map
may have heretofore been amended or supplemented) and in the
Declaration of Condominium of STONEBROOK CONDOMINIUMS,
recorded in Utah county, Utah, as Entry No. 7087, in Book 3873, at Page
658 (as said Declaration may have heretofore been amended or
supplemented). Together with the undivided ownership interest in and to
the Common Areas and Facilities which is appurtenant to said Unit as
more particularly described in said Declaration (as said Declaration may
have heretofore been amended or supplemented).

~~
Escrow Officer

State of Utah
County ofTJJah
•
on the ~~y of ~
, 2004, personally appeared before me David M. Acor, the
signer of the above in
ent, who duly acknowledged to me that he executed the same

i ANNA L. SHURTLIFF

.+':.~oP T~. ~~. IlOTARYPUBLICtSTATEoIlJTAH
:
;\578 SQUlH STATE STREET
QREM. UTAH 84058

\

il

+."1 COMM. EXPIRES 8-20-2006

I

Residing at: D~"
My Commission expires:!1)6 OW
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RECORDING REQUESTED BY:
National Default Title Services, a division ot
First American Title Insurance Company

WHEN RECORDED MAIL TO:

First American TItle Insurance Compal'"
3 First American Way
Santa Ana, CA 92707

Attn: Kelly Murphy

TrrLE OF DOCUMENT:
LIMITED POWER OF ATTORNEY TO EXECUTE DOCUMENTS

Executed: May 12. 2010

By:
FANNIE MAE
14221 Dallas Parkway, Suite 1000
Dallas, TX 75254

To:
National Default TiUe Services. a division ot
First American TItle Insurance Company
3 First American Way
Santa Ana, CA 92707

EMT

82081 :2010 P6 2 of 3

LIMITED POWER OF ATTORNEY TO EXECUTE DOCUMENTS
FANNIE MAE, a corporation organized and existing under the laws of the United States of
America, having an office for the conduct of business at 14221 Dallas Parkway, Suite 1000,
Dallas, Texas 75254, constitutes and appoints National Default Title Services, a division of First
American Title Insurance Company. organized under the laws of the State of California. with an
office for the conduct of business at 3 First American Way, Santa Ana, CA 92707. as its true and
lawful Attorney-in-Fact, and in its name, place, and stead and for its use and benefits. to do all
things, execute, endorse, and acknowledge all documents customary and reasonably necessary
and appropriate for the conveyance of real properties owned by Fannie Mae in the State of
Utah. Such powers shan include, but are not limited to, the following:

1. Deeds transferring the real property and improvements owned by Fannie Mae; and
2. Execution of any other approved document as directed by Fannie Mae.
The rights, powers, and authority of the Attorney-in-Fact to exercise the rights and powers herein
granted shall commence and be in
force and effect until the fust to occur of the following:

fun

1. December 31, 2013; or

2. the execution and recording of a Termination of Limited Power of Attorney by Fannie
Mae of such rights, powers, and authority.
EXECUTED this , A o f May, 2010

-\----'~~--_ _--,(SEAL)

Vice President

...... _ ....". .......... vvu. ... .

~

. .. _

22. Riders to dIis Security lnsIJument. If one or more ridetS are executed by Borrower and recorded together with
this Security InstrulJle.llt, the covenaDIS of each such rider shalJ be incorporated into and shall amend and supplement
the covenants and agreementS of this Security Instrument as if the rider(s) were a part of this Security Instmment.
(O:Ieck applicable box(es)]

I[] ComJominium

Rider

0

Gtaduated Payment Rider

0

Growina Equity Rider

0

Rehabilitation Loan Rider

0

Planned Unit Development Rider

0

Adjustable Rate Rider

0

Non-OwllCI Occupancy Rider

0

Other [Specify]

BY SIGNING BELOW, Borrower accepts and agrees to the terms contained in pages 1 through 8 of ibis Security
Instrument and in any rider(s) executed by Borrower and recorded with it.

-s-TE?. . .,.H.t:.I If-J-~.~HARM- ,:· =. -~-N-----_Bor -(~J
-----------------------(~
-Borrower
--------------------(~)
-Borrower

--------------------(~)
-Borrower
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ (Seal)

-Borrower
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ (Seal)

-Borrower
Witness:

Witness:

SI'ATE OF UTAH,

tITAH

County ss:

'l'he foregoing instrument was acknowledged before me this

by

STEPHEN

L. HARMON

~ ~~

'V,

VVV ~

,

(W~K£~
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First American Title insurance Company
09/14/2011

THE STATE OF IDAHO REQUIRES US TO NOTIFY YOU THAT YOUR
UNCLAIMED PROPERTY MAY BE TRANSFERRED TO THE STATE IF YOU DO NOT
CONTACT US.
Owner(s): Holli Telford
10621 South Old Highway 191
Malad City, ID 83252-6576
Escrow No.: 4525437
Check No.:
432022036
Dated:
08/15/2005
Amount:
$68.00
UCP No.
FAUT-0320
Payee:
Utah County Recorders Office
Property Address: Vacant Land Orem UT 84058
Dear Sirjfv1adam:
At the ciosing of the above referenced escrow, funds as shown above were charged to you on your
HUD-1 or Settlement Statement pursuant to Escrow Instructions. The check remains uncashed. We
have been unable to contact the above mentioned payee. Please check your records: indicate below
the circumstance that applies by placing a check mark next to your situation, and filling out
all the requested information below:
The payee listed above either did not receive the check or has lost it and the amount remains
. Pi ease issue a new check to them payable as shown below.
___ The above referenced funds have been paid outside of escrow by me/us and are no longer due.
Please issue a new check to me/us payable as shown below.
Alf signatures of owners listed above may be required for disbursement of funds. Please
add signature lines as needed, and failure to indicate your circumstance above will stop the
process:
Payable to name:
Address:
Account/Reference
SignedSigned: _ __
Phone

Unclaimed Property Division
P.O. Box 25558, Santa Ana, CA 92799
teI877.694.2905 fax 888651.4431

First ~AAJ1J1erjca.rl

PO Box 25558,
Santa Ana CA 92799

Oneida

.J~II:l~lt[~lfJI~lllm}JJI~J.m~~i~li'!IJi~il~
.01 000 998 3 2 0 802 229 4 0 •

Transmittal
Order No:

4525437

9/14/2011
Holli Telford
Utah County Recorders Office
10621 S Old Highway 191
Malad City ID 83252

Enclosed please find

1 attached documents,
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ADM!NISTRATIV'£ ORDER
RE: JtI'R~ LIST
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Pursuant to Idaho Code 2-209;
NOIIt
C~ssion

TKtREFORE,

IT

IS

HERl!:WITH

ORDERED

that

the

Jury

in and for the County of Oneida, State of Idaho, Bhall

draw at random

f~om

the master jury list the

nam&8

or identify1nq

numbers of ONE THOUSAND (1000) prospective jurors for the tetm of
the

~

1, 2010

~gh

URCEMSPR 31. 2010.

lJl\'XED this l1t:h day of Degember, 200't.
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Holli Telford Lundahl
10621 S. OldHwy 191
Malad City Idaho 83252
208-766-5559

IN THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT FOR THE STATE OF IDAHO
COUNTY OF ONEIDA
STATE OF IDAHO
CaseNo.2011-CR-719
Plaintiff
vs.

Holli Telford Lundahl

Second Motion That Judge Laggis
Order:
1.

Defendant

2.

3.

Oneida County Sherifrs Office To
Turn Over Surveillance Videotape
Of May 8, 2012 Alleged Return Of
Defendant's Property AS Ordered
By Judge Brown On May 7, 2012
Order Oneida County To Pay For A
Forensic Computer Expert To
To Retrieve All Files Corrupted On
Defendant's Computer Hard Drives
AND
Direct Oneida County Clerk Diane
Skidmore To Provide A Certified
Copies Of: (a) Taxpayer's Affidavits
(b) Subpoena Returned Sandy Facer
US Bank And Affidavit of Service (c)
Subpoena Returned Jamie De Anda
And Affidavit Of Service, (d) 3-282012 Objection To Defendant's
Proposed Trial Exhibits, AND (e)
4-2-2012 Notice That US Bank Wholly
Violated This Court's Subpoena
Directing Production Of Bank
Records And Videotape; Documents
Already Pulled By Clerk Skidmore
And Awaiting A Certification Order

COMES NOW Defendant Holli Telford Lundahl and moves Magistrate Laggis for the
second time to order:
I.

Oneida County Sheriffs Office To Tum Over Surveillance Videotape Of May 8,

2012 Alleged Return Of Defendant's Property As Ordered By Judge Brown On May 7, 2012;
2.

Order Oneida County To Pay For A Forensic Computer Expert To To Retrieve

All Files Corrupted On Defendant's Computer Hard Drives;
3.

Direct Oneida County Clerk Diane Skidmore To Provide A Certified Copies

Of: (a) Taxpayer's Affidavits (b) Subpoena Returned Sandy Facer US Bank And Affidavit of
Service (c) Subpoena Returned Jamie De Anda And Affidavit Of Service, (d) 3-28- 2012
Objection To Defendant's Proposed Trial Exhibits, AND (e) 4-2-2012 Notice That US Bank
Wholly Violated This Court's Subpoena Directing Production Of Bank Records And Videotape;
Documents Already Pulled By Clerk Skidmore And Awaiting A Certification Order
These motions are necessitated before this court because on May 16, 2012 at
Defendant's sentencing hearing, this court noted that the foregoing motions were also before
Judge Brown in re Oneida County case number 20 I1-CR-958, that since judge Brown had directed
the return of Defendant's properties as shown in exhibit" 1" attached, that accordingly judge
Brown should hear the foregoing motions. This Court however ordered the preservation of the
videotape custodialized by the Oneida County sheriffs office and which memorialized the alleged
property return by Oneida County executive officials of properties seized from Defendant's home
during several searches. The tape also memorializes complaints by Defendant that a lot of
Defendant's properties taken during the searches are missing from the functional return conducted
on May 8, 2012. This Court's Preservation Order is attached hereto as exhibit "2".
However unbeknownst to Defendant and this court, Judge Brown had already
summarily denied Defendant's motion two days before the sentencing hearing as shown on the
caption pages of Defendant's motions in exhibits "3" and "4" attached - whereupon Judge Brown
executed handwritten denials claiming lack of jurisdiction to issue such orders because the felony
criminal case had been dismissed "with prejudice".
Attached hereto as exhibit "5" are pages 1, 14 and 15 of the docket record in re
criminal case number 2011-CR-958. On page 15, the docket record reflects that Defendant filed
a motion for reconsideration ofthe court's May 14, 2012 orders found at exhibits "3" and "4"

attached, under rule 41 (e) on May 24, 2012. The docket record also reflects that on May 30,
2012, Judge Brown summarily denied Defendant's motion for reconsideration claiming lack of
present jurisdiction and that this court should therefore dispose of these motions. Accordingly
Defendant movers this court to dispose of these motions.
In addition at the sentencing hearing held before this courton May 16,2012,
Defendant complained that the Oneida County Sheriffs office had not returned the many taxpayers
records seized during the search. This court proceeded to take the names of the taxpayers and
withheld this function when deferring the matter to Judge Brown. Defendant contacted clerk
Diane Skidmore and requested that this clerk pull copies of the 1 page affidavits filed by each
taxpayer in 2011 when these taxpayers complained in this case of the malicious seizure of their
privileged tax records. At a hearing conducted by this court on October 28, 2011, the prosecutor
represented to this court that he was bringing charges against Defendant for identity fraud as to
these tax clients.

Accordingly this court did not then order the return of any of these tax records.

Of coarse no charges of identity fraud were ever brought against Defendant as this court well
knows having handled the preliminary hearing in this matter, because every taxpayer client of
Defendant's adamently denied any identifY fraud or other tax fraud occurred with respect to
Defendant. Nevertheless, Clerk Diane Skidmore has pulled copies of the affidavits of the tax
clients she was able to locate in this court's criminal file for purposes of being certified by her
upon an order from this court to execute the certifications free of charge.
Also, at the December 6, 2011 hearing wherein this court decided to continue
Defendant's preliminary hearing to December 9,2011, the Oneida County prosecutor represented
to this court that US Bank had destroyed their surevellance videotape taken on August 23,2011
when Defendant entered that bank and obtained 4 certified copies of a verification executed by US
bank Notary Sandy Facer on that day. At the preliminary hearing, Sandy Facer testified that her
bank did have the surveillance videotape and that this tape showed Holli coming into the bank and
executing a notary that day. During the preliminary hearing, Holli also presented a proffer of
proof as to motive for US bank in filing a false forgery allegation against Defendant because US
bank had destroyed a protentially multi million dollar business of Holli's and that Holli
acccordingly needed all other bank records for US bank from 2005 through 2007 to prove Holli's
business income.
Because of this preliminary hearing testimony, on or about March 23, 2012, Judge

Brown personally executed a subpeona directed at US Bank ordering the productions of the August
23,2011 surveillance videotape, the notary journals of Sandy Facer and Tanya Taylor and Holli's
bank records from 2005 through 2007. Clerk Diane Skidmore has reportedly pulled this
Subpoena. Defendant asks that this court direct clerk Skidmore to certify that subpoena and the
service return by Oneida County sheriffs office. Defendant also asks this court to direct clerk
Skidmore to certify Defendant's 4-2-2012 Notice filed in case no. 2011-CR-958 declaring that US
Bank Wholly Violated This Court's Subpoena to produce the foregoing records and videotapes for
use in future proceedings.
Finally, Defendant asks this court to direct Diane Skidmore to certify the 3-28- 2012
Objection To Defendant's Proposed Trial Exhibits filed by prosecutor Dustin Smith in case no.
2011-CR-958. Defendant needs a certified copy of this filing because the prosecutor commits a
fraud upon the criminal courts by denying that he had received a list of evidence items Defendant
intended on producing in the jury trial ofthat case when Franklin county clerk Linda Hampton was
ordered by Judge Brown to serve all of Defendant's process upon the prosecutor, clerk Hamption
verified at the time of filing that all filings to be made with the Oneida County court matched the
same filings to be served upon prosecutor Smith, and Defendant's multiple declarations submitted
in support of Defendant's multiple motions to dismiss showed that the prosecutor had received a
paper and electronic copy of every exhibit Defendant intended on producing to the jury in the
prospective trial of that action; contrary to prosecutor Smith's fraudulent representations made on
paper in this pleading. This document shows blatant malice by this state official. Therefore,
Skdmore having already pulled a copy of this record down from the court's file, needs an order
from this court certifying that filing for Defendant free of charge.

Conclusion .
F or all of the foregoing reasons, Defendant asks that Judge Laggis issue the foregoing
orders on an expedited basis. A motion for shortened notice and for hearing on the papers will
also be filed with this court.

Dated: May 8, 2012

Certificate of Service
The undersigned certifies that she fax filed the foregoing Document to the following
interested persons or parties:
Judge Paul Laggis Fax: no. (208) 226-7612
Prosecutor Dustin Smith fax no. (208) 766-2202
Oneida County clerk fax no. (208) 766-2990

